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An overview of tourism in Central Slovenia

• The region of Central Slovenia is comprised of 26 
 municipalities.
• In 2013, it recorded 570,807 tourist arrivals and 
 1,088,194 overnight stays.
• It accounted for 9.6% of all nights spent in Slovenia. 
• Ljubljana accounted for 87.7% of tourist arrivals and 
 86.6% of overnight stays recorded in the region.
• Central Slovenia has 11,438 bed spaces, 72% of them 
 in Ljubljana. 4,489 bed spaces are in hotels. 
• In 2013, the average length of stay in the region was 
 1.9 days.
• Of all Slovenian municipalities, Ljubljana has the highest 
 percentage of overnight stays by foreign tourists (96%).
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INTRODUCTION

Open-topped sightseeing bus ‘Happy Janez’

A journey around the edges of Ljubljana takes you through 25 municipalities 
which, together with the capital, compose the region of Central Slovenia and 
form Ljubljana’s green belt – as if wrapping the city in a big hug. What the 
famous Spanish poet had in mind when he wrote ‘Green, how I love you green’, 
could just as well have been the greenness of the river Ljubljanica and its softly 
curving banks, the bright green of young cereal crops and beech leaves of 
spring or the deep green of spruces and firs cladding the countryside of Central 
Slovenia in green throughout the year.
Queening it over the green landscape is the white city of Ljubljana. White are the 
facades of its Baroque churches and monumental buildings designed by Jože 
Plečnik, white are the mountains surrounding the city, the mists hovering over 
the Ljubljana Moors, and the pebbles on the banks of the river Sava. Ljubljana is 
where the Alpine foothills and the Alps meet the Slovenian Karst, offering visitors 
a charming opportunity to be in the midst of urban bustle and just a moment 
later by a quiet river, in the middle of a glade or in the silence of a forest, broken 
only by the song of birds.
All of this is embraced in this guide to Central Slovenia. Using the tips included in 
it, you will be able to explore the region on your own, discover its hidden gems, 
and string them together into a dazzling array of experiences.
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Little Castle

Velika planina
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Kamnik

www.kamnik.si

www.kamnik-tourism.si
tic@kamnik-tourism.si
www.muzej-kamnik-on.net
www.domacija.com
www.velikaplanina.si
www.terme-snovik.si
www.arboretum-vp.si
www.golfarboretum.si
www.zdravilnigaj.si
www.gostilna-repnik.si
www.priorlu.si

On the very northern edge of the Central 
Slovenia region, but still not more than 25 
kilometres from Ljubljana, lies Kamnik, a 
picturesque medieval small town set against the 
backdrop of the magnificent Kamnik–Savinja 
Alps. The town, with its rich cultural heritage 
and scenic surroundings, offers visitors an 
opportunity to combine their exploration of the 
town’s interesting history with an unforgettable 
experience of pristine mountains and 
countryside, boost their energy, and taste some 
amazing culinary delights.

The old town centre of Kamnik is interesting 
as a whole. Towering over it from a small rocky 
hill is Little Castle, the town’s most prominent 
landmark, related to the local legend about the 
young countess Veronika and her tragic fate. To 
learn about the local history and art, visit the 
Kamnik Intermunicipal Museum (www.muzej-
kamnik-on.net), which displays cultural heritage 
items from seven different municipalities 
(Kamnik, Domžale, Mengeš, Trzin, Lukovica, 
Komenda and Moravče), the Birthplace of 
Rudolf Maister, a Slovenian general and poet 
who played a crucial role when the northern 
border of the State of Slovenians, Croats and 
Serbs was outlined after the First World War, 
and the Budnar House Museum (www.domacija.
com), an example of a 350-year-old farm, where 
ethnology-based events are held occasionally. 
At the Franciscan Friary you can view the 
architect Jože Plečnik’s famous Chapel of the 
Holy Grave and a monastic library that keeps an 
original copy of the first Slovenian translation 
of the full text of the Bible (the so called 
‘Dalmatin’s Bible’), the Pentateuch, and over 
10,000 other books printed before 1799.

Each year, Kamnik hosts a rich programme 
of events, the best known being the National 
Costumes and Clothing Heritage Days, the 
Kamfest summer festival, and a winter festival 
titled Kamnik. In December. A Time of Joy (T: 
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Volčji Potok Arboretum

+386 (0)1 831 82 50, tic@kamnik-tourism.si, 
www.kamnik-tourism.si).

The town’s surrounding area offers countless 
opportunities for day trips and various leisure 
and sports activities, including high-adrenaline 
ones. The valley of the river Kamniška Bistrica, 
located in the heart of the Kamnik–Savinja Alps, 
is a popular spot for fishermen and an ideal base 
for exploits in the nearby mountains, some of 
them exceeding 2,000 metres in height.

The Kamnik–Savinja Alps include one of 
Slovenia’s most scenic high mountain 
plateaus, Velika planina. Its herdsmen’s village, 
remarkable for its architecture, is one of the few 
surviving settlements of its kind in Europe. Each 
year in June, the huts in the village, overlooked 
by a chapel of St. Mary of the Snows, are 
inhabited by herdsmen and their livestock, who 
stay there until September. The herdsmen are 
responsible for an attractive local speciality, 
a pear-shaped, beautifully decorated salty 
cheese called trnič, which was once made by 
the herdsmen for their sweethearts and can 

now be tasted at selected 
restaurants and purchased as a 
food souvenir. Velika planina’s 
best known natural sight is the 
Vetrnica cave, covered in snow 
even in the summer months. 
Visitors wanting to stay on the 
plateau for more than a day 
can find accommodation at a 
tourist resort architecturally 
reminiscent of the authentic 

Cheese Trnič
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*The Best Restaurants in Slovenia list, 
compiled by Gurman, A Society for the 
Promotion of Good Tastes, includes 
a selection of around 140 restaurants 
assessed as the best in Slovenia by the 
country’s best restaurant critics. The key 
selection criteria are the quality of food and 
favourable reviews in the Slovenian press in 
the period 2003-2014 (www.gurman.eu).

Snovik Spa & Apartment Village

Arboretum Golf Ljubljana

herdsmen’s village. (www.velikaplanina.
si).

Visitors to the Kamnik area seeking 
relaxation should pay a visit to the 
unspoilt Tuhinj Valley and check out 
Terme Snovik, the highest altitude 
thermal spa resort in Slovenia and the 
first one in the country to be awarded 
the EU Daisy eco-label (www.terme-
snovik.si).

A great place to relax is also Slovenia’s 
largest botanical garden, the Volčji 
Potok Arboretum, which can be 
compared to the best known botanical 
gardens in the world. Stretching over 
88 hectares, the garden supports as 
many as 2,500 different deciduous 
and coniferous tree species (www.
arboretum-vp.si).

In the immediate vicinity of the garden, 
golf lovers can take the opportunity 
to play at the 18-hole Arboretum 
Golf Ljubljana golf course, which is 
particularly attractive due to its scenic 
beauty and spectacular mountain views 
(www.golfarboretum.si).

Kamnik is also famous for the Tunjice 
Healing Grove, a natural health resort 
with a string of energy fields and a 
spring of living water. The resort is 
Slovenia’s first self-healing centre 
intended for those wanting to relax and 
revitalize their body and mind (www.
zdravilnigaj.si).

The Kamnik area’s traditional cuisine is 
best explored by sampling the dishes 
promoted as part of the Taste Kamnik 
project (www.kamnik-tourism.si). The 
dishes, which will amaze even the most 
discerning foodie, are prepared using 
traditional recipes with a modern twist 
by around 20 restaurants in the area 
including, among others, the Repnik 

restaurant and guest house in the 
village of Vrhpolje pri Kamniku, next to 
the road to the Tuhinj Valley, which also 
offers nine boutique rooms (T: +386 
(0)1 839 12 93, www.gostilna-repnik.
si), the Pri planinskem orlu restaurant 
in the village of Stahovica, on the road 
between Kamnik and Kamniška Bistrica, 
which is included in Gurman’s Best 
Restaurants in Slovenia list* (T: +386 
(0)1 832 54 10, www.priorlu.si), and 
the Arboretum Golf Restaurant, which 
welcomes both golf enthusiasts and 
other food lovers (T: +386 (0)1 831 80 
83, www.golfarboretum.si).
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Komenda

www.komenda.si

www.td-komenda.si
www.gorjan.com
www.gostilna-cubr.com

Komenda is one of the oldest villages in 
Kamnik’s surrounding area, its earliest mention 
dating back to around 1147. The history of the 
village is related to the Order of Malta, which 
promoted the development of horse breeding, 
now a symbol of local tradition, along with 
horse racing, pottery and beekeeping.

The village’s major sights are the Baroque 
Church of St. Peter and the square in front 
of it, the latter redesigned by the architect 
Jože Plečnik between the two World Wars. A 
monument to the victims of the First World 
War, covered with an old church bell and 
carrying the inscription ‘Let us pray for sanity’, 
was erected in the square to Plečnik’s design. 
The church’s surrounding area is adorned with 
three linden trees, the oldest being over 700 
years old.

The village’s other Baroque beauty is the 
Church of St. Paul, famous for the Baroque 
statues of St. Barbara and St. Margaret. A 
Gothic stone shrine dating from 1510 adorns the 
edge of the church cemetery.  

Also worth visiting is the Glavar Benefice 
House, built in 1752, which houses a memorial 
room and a library of over 2,000 books dating 
from the 17th and 18th centuries. Its exterior is 
remarkable for a portal decorated with a coat 
of arms designed by the Baroque artist Franc 
Jelovšek and three restored frescoes by the 
same artist.

In the vicinity of Komenda there are several 
ponds where you can rest and enjoy the 
tranquillity of nature. The most interesting is 
Čukov bajer, a paradise for frogs, wild ducks 
and fish surrounded by alder trees. To admire 
water lilies, visit the attractive Mali bajer and 
Veliki bajer ponds, located in a forest near the 
village of Podboršt.
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Trotting race

Komenda

Horse lovers will love the 
Komenda Hippodrome, 
where national and 
international trotting races 
and other equestrian 
events have been held 
for over half a century. 
According to the proud 
locals, the Komenda 
Equestrian Club’s new 
stables are among the 
most beautiful in Slovenia, 
if not the whole Central 
Europe. The Municipality of 
Komenda’s attractions of a 
more recent time include 
its business park, one of 
the three largest and most 
beautiful business parks 
in the country, and its 
agricultural fair, which can 
easily be compared to the 
international AGRA fair in 
Gornja Radgona in terms of 
exhibitors, the programme 
of events, and the number 
of visitors.

Komenda and its 
surrounding area have 
plenty to offer to food 
lovers, who can choose 
between the Hram Gorjan 
pizza parlour in the village 
of Gora pri Komendi 
(www. gorjan.com), 
the Pri Olgi traditional 
‘gostilna’ restaurant in 
Moste pri Komendi, the 
Feniks ‘gostilna’ and pizza 
restaurant in Žeje pri 
Komendi, and the Čebulj 
‘gostilna’ restaurant in 
Komenda.

Gostilna Čubr in the 
village of Križ pri Komendi, 
included in Gurman’s 

Best Restaurants in Slovenia list, serves top-class 
Slovenian and international cuisine, premium 
wines, five kinds of freshly baked homemade 
bread, and a choice of desserts made to its own 
recipes. It is well known for its one-pot dishes, 
such as mushroom soup, barley soup, ‘ričet’ (barley 
stew), ‘žlikrofi’ (meat dumplings) served in soup, 
and tarragon soup (www.gostilna-cubr.com).
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Vodice

www.vodice.si

www.facebook.com/ob-
cina.vodice
www.vodiska-presta.si
www.gostilnaprianzelnu.si
www.skarucna.si

North of the Šmarna gora hill, all the way to 
Ljubljana Jože Pučnik Airport, stretches the 
predominantly rural Municipality of Vodice. The 
village of Vodice itself is next to the entrance 
ramp on the Ljubljana to Kranj motorway. This 
area of unspoilt beauty, criss-crossed by a 
network of roads and country lanes connecting 
the local villages, is scattered with Baroque 
hilltop churches.

The present Parish Church of St. Margaret 
in the village of Vodice is a stately church 
standing on the site of a Baroque church that 
had to be pulled down after the earthquake of 
1895.

One of the particularly interesting churches 
in the area is the Church of St. Nicholas in 
the village of Zapoge, completed in 1737 
by the master architect Gregor Maček. The 
church boasts one of the oldest pipe organs 
in Slovenia, built in 1855 by the master 
organ builder Peter Rojc from the village of 
Podbrezje. The main altar was created by Matej 
Tomc and the church paintings by Matevž 
Koželj and Matija Bradeška. The latter also 
painted the frescoes. Apart from typically 
Baroque architectural elements, the church 
also boasts exquisite 19th century furnishings.

Standing above the ancient village of Repnje, 
first mentioned as far back as 1154, is the 
renovated Fortified Church of St. Egidius, 
whose extensive defensive walls date from 
the times of Turkish attacks. From here, a 
view opens out to reveal the entire valley 
covered by the Municipality of Vodice. A well 
waymarked walking path leads from the village 
to the church, continues towards the village 
of Smlednik and ends at Smlednik Castle. The 
entire path winds through the woods, so hikers 
are protected from the scorching sun even on 
the hottest days. Apart from beautiful scenery, 
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Parish Church of St. Margaret

Vodice-style 
pretzels Jernej Kopitar

the path also offers other attractions. 
In the village of Repnje you can see 
the birth house of Jernej Kopitar, a 
distinguished Slovenian philologist. If 
you continue along the ridge of the hill 
all the way to Smlednik Castle, you can 
see the castle’s remains and refresh 
yourself at a pleasant café next to the 
ruins.

The Municipality of Vodice’s best 
known natural sight is the Šmarna 
gora hill, a favourite spot for local 
walkers topped by a church of the 
Holy Mother of God. The top of the 
hill can be reached via fifteen different 
routes. Solitude-loving hikers prefer 
the difficult route beginning in the 
village of Skaručna. More idyllic is the 
St. Egidius Route, which leads along 
shaded paths. From the top of the 
hill, views open out over the entire 
landscape. The hill’s green forests are 
easy to walk through and perfect for 
picking mushrooms.

One of the local specialities are 
crunchy hard pretzels sprinkled with 
salt. The Jagodic pretzel bakery in 
Vodice has been baking them to a 
traditional recipe since 1920 (www.
vodiska-presta.si).

For some serious culinary pampering, 
visit the traditional Slovenian ‘gostilna’ 
restaurants Skaručna in the village of 
Skaručna or Pri Anzelnu in the village 
of Bukovica, both of them the type of 
restaurants where it is best to leave 
the choice of food to the host. Each of 
them has a charm of its own and both 
of them are highly recommendable. 
Skaručna, included in Gurman’s 
Best Restaurants in Slovenia list, 
serves homemade pâtés, boiled beef 
tongue, sheep’s milk cheese, cottage 
cheese with herbs, homemade bread, 
peasant-style canapés with cracklings, 

quail eggs, aspic with pumpkin seed 
oil, knuckle of pork with freshly grated 
horseradish and much more (T: +386 
(0)40 799 810, www.skarucna.si).

Plague column

Church of St. Egidius
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Lake Zbilje

Smlednik Castle Stations of the Cross in Smlednik
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Medvode

www.medvode.si

www.golf-ljubljana.si
www.dm-campsmlednik.si
www.tzm.si
www.naklancu.com
www.gostilna-dobnikar.com
www.gostilnabelsak-
slavkovdom.si

At the confluence of the rivers Sava and Sora, 
where the Sora Plain meets the Ljubljana basin, 
lies the small town of Medvode, sheltered by 
the Polhov Gradec Dolomites. This ‘green door 
to the capital’, as the locals like to refer to their 
town, was first mentioned in historical sources 
in relation to the old Goričane Castle, later 
replaced by a stately Baroque mansion.

The Municipality of Medvode’s sacred heritage 
includes 19 churches and a multitude of shrines 
scattered across the municipality. The 14 shrines 
erected along the route of the Stations of the 
Cross beginning in the village of Smlednik bring 
you to the ruins of Smlednik Castle, one of 
the area’s three castles interesting in terms of 
architecture and fine art. The other two are the 
Goričane Mansion in the village of Goričane and 
the Lazarini Mansion in the village of Valburga, 
the latter famous for its frescoed Knights’ Hall.

Despite the changes in dwelling culture, 
a large number of precious pieces of folk 
architecture have been preserved in the area. 
In the village of Zavrh pod Šmarno goro you 
can find the renovated birth house of Jakob 
Aljaž, a nationally conscious composer and 
mountaineer. The tower erected by him at 
the top of Mount Triglav, Slovenia’s highest 
mountain, in 1895 has become a national 
symbol.

The area’s latest monuments are related to the 
Second World War. In the village of Pirniče you 
can find a monument to Franc Rozman–Stane, 
a legendary partisan commander and holder 
of the Order of National Hero depicted on a 
commemorative euro coin issued in Slovenia.

The scenic local countryside offers ample 
opportunity for hiking, biking and horse riding. 
Horse riding sessions can be arranged at the 
equestrian centre in the village of Hraše. Golf 
lovers can enjoy a round of golf at the 
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Golf Diners Club Ljubljana in Smlednik

new 18-hole golf course near the village of Smlednik and a 
luxury meal at its Evergreen restaurant (www.golf-ljubljana.si).

A perfect place to sit down and relax over a drink or meal 
is Lake Zbilje, home to many different bird species. Boat 
rides on the lake and horse-drawn carriage rides around it 
are available. Camping enthusiasts can put up a tent at the 
Avtotokamp Smlednik campsite in the village of Dragočajna. 
A section of the campsite is reserved for naturists (www.dm-
campsmlednik.si).

Specially for visitors to the area, several hiking and cycling 
routes have been plotted by the Medvode Tourist Association. 
The route guides proudly present everything worth knowing 
about, seeing and experiencing in the area, including the 
village of Smlednik, a silver medal winner in the Entente 
Florale Europe 2007 horticultural competition. One of the 
most popular hiking routes, called ‘In the Footsteps of Robber 
Knights’, takes you from the lowland village of Preska to 
one of the highest peaks in the Polhov Gradec Dolomites, 
the 775-metre-high Jetrbenk, which is related to numerous 
legends about the robber knights of Hertenberg. Each 
route guide includes information about tourist farms and 
restaurants providing good food along the way (www.tzm.si).

If you are seeking culinary delights, the Medvode area, 
with its excellent range of different restaurants, is a perfect 
choice. Just make sure to check the opening hours as the 
restaurants are generally closed one or two days a week. But 
if you choose the Na klancu guest house in Medvode (www.
naklancu.com) or the Hotel Kanu in Valburga, you can be sure 
to get good food and accommodation any day of the week.

A well worth visiting local restaurant according to Gurman’s 
Best Restaurants in Slovenia list is the Mihovec ‘gostilna’ 
restaurant in the village of Zgornje Pirniče. This restaurant, 
dating from 1850, serves Slovenian, Italian and Mediterranean 
cuisine, including game, fish, vegetarian and grilled dishes (T: 
+386 (0)1 362 30 60).

Wondering what the local speciality might be? Well, how 
about breaded and fried bull testicles, such as those prepared 
at the Gostilna Bencak restaurant in Medvode and Gostilna 
Belšak at the Slavkov dom mountain hut in the village of 
Golo brdo. The latter, included in Gurman’s Best Restaurants 
in Slovenia list, also serves a choice of other excellent dishes 
prepared using the finest ingredients (www.gostilnabelsak-
slavkovdom.si).
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Golf Diners Club Ljubljana in Smlednik
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Jablje Castle

Church of Sts. Primus and Felician
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Mengeš

www.menges.si

www.td-menges.si
www.harmonija.eu
www.kamrca.si
gostinstvo.per@gmail.com

Mengeš is one of the oldest small towns in 
Slovenia, first mentioned in 1154. It is set against 
the backdrop of the stunning Kamnik Alps and 
Karawanken Mountains to the north and the 
Mengeš Plain to the east. Apart from the town 
itself, the Municipality of Mengeš also includes 
the villages of Dobeno, Loka pri Mengšu and 
Topole, all of them connected by the river Pšata.

In Mengeš and its surrounding area you will 
come across a large number of renovated 
roadside shrines and plague columns. The area’s 
oldest and most valuable monument is the 
Church of St. Michael, with its Gothic chancel 
frescoed by Janez Ljubljanski. The church’s 
baptistery and confessional are the last works 
by the architect Jože Plečnik.

In the village of Loka pri Mengšu you can visit 
the Church of Sts. Primus and Felician and 
the renovated Jablje Castle. Two more castles, 
Ravbar Castle and Stare Castle, can be found in 
Mengeš.

Rising above Mengeš is the Gobavica hill 
(433m), the location of the Mengeška koča 
mountain hut, which offers traditional fare 
and beautiful views. In the mountain range 
to the south-west lies the village of Dobeno, 
well known for farm tourism, hiking trails and 
stunning views. The village is overlooked by the 
Rašica hill with a viewing tower at the top.

Mengeš is home to a large number of musical 
instrument makers, music shops, musicians 
and one of the oldest Slovenian brass bands, 
founded in 1884. Due to its vibrant musical life, 
it has been nicknamed a ‘town of music’ and 
billed with the slogan ‘With a song in the heart’. 
Mengeš is where Nace Zaletelj guitars and 
Melodija, Zupan and Kapš accordions are made.

Ample opportunities for all-round sports 
activities in the area are provided by the sports 
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Mengeš

Signpost near Mengeš

parks in Mengeš and the villages of Loka pri 
Mengšu and Topole, the Harmonija wellness 
and sport hotel (www.harmonija.eu), a tennis 
centre, the Cegvenški bajer pond, a trim trail, 
and several hiking trails.

Mengeš has for many years been hosting 
events such as the popular folk music 
festival titled Under the Mengeš Parasol, 
the Marching Music Festival, the New Year 
Concert, and St. Michael’s Fair, one of the 
area’s oldest traditional fairs, held for several 
days every year.

Mengeš is also well known for the cultural 
events taking place at the local cultural 
centre and the plays produced by the Špas 
teater cultural society.

Some of the better known traditional 
‘gostilna’ restaurants and guest houses in 
Mengeš include Mengeška koča, Pri Fartku, 
Trdinova Klet, Pri Fani, Buon piato, Kamrica 
and Oranžerija. Also highly regarded is 
Gostinstvo Per, whose restaurant and 
catering menu includes a choice of local 
culinary delights (gostinstvo.per@gmail.
com). Other traditional ‘gostilnas’ in the 
area include Tavčar in the village of Loka 
pri Mengšu and Pri Ručigaj, Dobenski hram 
and Pri Blažu in the village of Dobeno. Local 
specialities include ‘bizgec’ (a stew of barley 
groats, sauerkraut, sour turnip and dry-
cured meat), Mengeš-style ‘hvancat’ (deep-
fried yeast dough dessert sprinkled with 
icing sugar, elsewhere in Slovenia known as 
‘flancat’ and prepared during Shrovetide) and 
various local bee products such as Medena 
penina, a premium sparkling mead from the 
Čebelarstvo Blejec bee farm.

According to Gurman’s Best Restaurants 
in Slovenia list, the area’s best ‘gostilna’ is 
Kamrca in Mengeš, where you can thrill your 
taste buds with French and Italian culinary 
delights with a hint of Slovenian cuisine. The 
restaurant’s wine cellar is amply stocked with 
premium wines (www.kamrca.si).
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Church of St. Michael
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Trzin

www.trzin.si

www.narobe.eu
damattia@siol.net

The road from Ljubljana to Kamnik or the old 
road from Ljubljana to Ljubljana Jože Pučnik 
Airport takes you through Trzin, the second 
smallest, but one of the richest and most 
developed municipalities in Slovenia. The small 
town of Trzin has a vibrant social and club life 
and hosts numerous cultural, sporting and other 
events which may be interesting for visitors.

The old part of Trzin has several historical 
buildings. The area’s past is also reflected in 
traditional ‘kozolec’ hay racks, ancient granaries, 
and a number of other cultural heritage 
monuments.

Trzin’s most important cultural sight is the Parish 
Church of St. Florian, built in the mid-14th 
century. The interior boasts works by the famous 
Ljubljana Sculptural Workshop, the painters 
Franc Jelovšek, Leopold Layer, Matija Koželj and 
Matija Bradaška Jr. and Sr., and the architect and 
furnishings designer Jože Plečnik.

Trzin has a number of interesting roadside 
shrines. Particularly remarkable is the stone-built 
plague column known as the Death Column. 
Also not to be missed are King’s Column, Cel’s 
Column, and several less elaborate plague 
columns made from wood.

A sight deserving to be mentioned among those 
dating from recent times is the glass pyramid in 
the town’s trade and industrial park.

Due to its pleasant and relatively unspoilt 
surrounding area, Trzin makes a fine base for 
trips to nearby hiking destinations, such as the 
village of Dobeno and the Rašica hill. The forests 
and meadows surrounding the town provide 
ample opportunity for outdoor leisure activities 
and relaxation.

If you want to experience Trzin at its most 
vibrant, pay a visit during the Trzin Spring 
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Narobe guest house

Spring Fountain in Trzin

Frnihtov bajer pond

festival, held on Saturdays from the end 
of May to the beginning of July.

The local culinary speciality is the 
Trzin-style ‘kranjska klobasa’, a sausage 
prepared using a 19th century recipe. 
One of the most outstanding among 
the area’s numerous places to eat is the 
restaurant of the Narobe guest house, 
furnished in period style and offering a 
wide choice of Slovenian dishes. Guest 
rooms are available on the first floor 
(www.narobe.eu).

According to Gurman’s Best 
Restaurants in Slovenia list, Trzin boasts 
one of the country’s best places to 
eat, the Da Mattia pasta and pizza 
restaurant. As its name suggests, 
the restaurant serves Italian and 
Mediterranean cuisine (T: +368 (0)1 721 
47 87, +368 (0)41 652 406, damattia@
siol.net).
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Domžale

www.domžale.si
 
www.gostilnapirc
www.gostilnarepansek.si
www.gostilnakeber.com
www.gostilna-janezic.si
www.restavracija-pristan.si
www.restavracijapark.si
www.gostiscejuvan.si
www.slascicarna-lencek.com
www.pivnica-adamravbar.si
www.en.ambienthotel.si
www.hotel-krona.com
www.sporn.si

The small town of Domžale, located north of 
the main road between Ljubljana and Maribor, 
is one of the youngest Slovenian towns and 
an important educational, cultural and sports 
centre.

The town’s main attraction is the 16th century 
Krumperk Castle, whose surrounding area is 
criss-crossed by walking, cycling and horse 
riding routes. The castle meadow is the site 
of an equestrian club. Not far away from the 
castle are two karst caves, Železna jama and 
Babja jama, both open to visitors. The Jamarski 
dom restaurant and caving museum in the 
nearby village of Gorjuše will thrill you with 
its collection of dripstones from all Slovenian 
caves, an archaeological collection, and the 
Robič Natural Science Collection.

The most outstanding among the area’s 
numerous churches is the Baroque Church 
of Sts. Hermagoras and Fortunatus in the 
village of Groblje, famous for its excellent 
acoustics and a beautiful ceiling frescoed by 
Franc Jelovšek. A linden-lined walk leads to 
the church. Also interesting is the late Gothic 
Church of St. Leonard in the village of Krtina, 
decorated with frescos by master Leonardo 
depicting scenes from the life of Christ.

The Domžale area also bears a stamp of the 
master architect Jože Plečnik, who created the 
Vrečar Portal and organ loft with choir stalls 
in Domžale, the baptismal front and pulpit in 
the village of Dob, and Pirnat House in the 
village of Homec. In Domžale you can visit 
the Menačenk Homestead, a house of a 19th 
century master tailor designed and furnished 
in the style of typical craftsmen’s dwellings 
of the time. The house is a venue for cultural 
and ethnological events and exhibitions. The 
buildings considered to be the most beautiful 
in town are the century-old Cultural Centre, 
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built in the Art Nouveau style, and the Brass Band 
Music Centre (Godbeni dom), which also houses 
the Straw Plaiting Museum.

For outdoor relaxation, there is a well maintained 
recreational path alongside the river Kamniška 
Bistrica with fitness facilities and rest areas along 
its way.

The Municipality of Domžale hosts numerous 
annual events. Among those unquestionably 
worth attending are the Reading Rooms under 
Straw Hats festival, the Straw Hat Plaiting Fair, 
the Studenec Summer Festival of Culture, and the 
Ethno Rock Festival.

Domžale and its surrounding area have a lot of 
good, centuries-old ‘gostilna’ restaurants as well 
as a large number of those opened more recently. 
Gostilna Pirc in the village of Rova is best known 
for its fried and roasted chicken (www.gostilnapirc.
si) and Gostilna Repanšek in the village of 
Homec for its hearty traditional fare (www.
gostilnarepansek.si). Domžale’s oldest restaurant 
is Gostilna Keber, whose summer garden is 
shaded by nine ancient chestnut trees (www.
gostilnakeber.com). Gostilna Janežič in the village 
of Pšata has been serving tasty Slovenian food for 
three generations and is particularly famed for its 
trout dishes (www.gostilna-janezic.si), while the 
Pristan guest house in the village of Vir offers fish 
and seafood specialities (www.restavracija-pristan.
si). To enjoy the melody of new flavours, visit the 
Park restaurant (www.restavracijapark.si), and 
for a superb culinary experience the Juvan guest 
house (www.gostiscejuvan.si). Domžale is also well 
known for the Lenček cake shop, which has been 
popular with those with sweet tooth cravings 
since 1938. Its ice creams and cakes are excellent, 
and its cream cake has an even longer history than 
the famous Bled cream cake (www.slascicarna-
lencek.com).

Beer lovers will find something for themselves to 
enjoy at the Adam Ravbar brewery and pub in 
the village of Rodica pri Domžalah (www.pivnica-
adamravbar.si).
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Lukovica

www.lukovica.si

www.czs.si
www.gp-trojane.si
www.gostilnafurman.si
www.domacija-rus.si

The village of Lukovica lies on the regional road 
from Ljubljana to Celje, in the valley of Črni 
graben, amidst hilly, well-wooded landscape, 
with the Tuhinja Valley to the north and the 
Moravče Valley to the south. The area has been 
known since the antiquity, when it was crossed 
by the famous Roman road running from 
Aquileia via Emona and Celeia to the east.

A journey to the area will reward you with 
scenic splendour, interesting sights, and 
exciting insights into the rich and varied local 
history.

As in the past Lukovica was an important 
transit point, its main square, Stari trg, is 
surrounded by handsome buildings dating 
back to the time of horse-drawn carriages. The 
Old Staging Post, built in 1573, is the oldest 
surviving building on the postal route between 
Ljubljana and Graz.

In the village of Brdo you will find the partially 
renovated Brdo Castle, dating from the 
beginning of the 16th century. The castle has a 
scenic park with a fish pond and two tree-lined 
walks.

Among the area’s plentiful churches there are 
four village churches that have been designated 
as cultural monuments of national importance: 
the Church of St. Margaret in Gradišče pri 
Lukovici, the Church of St. Luke in Spodnje 
Prapreče, the Church of St. Agnes in Golčaj, 
and the Church of Sts. Hermagoras and 
Fortunatus in Zide.

Lukovica’s surrounding area is criss-crossed 
with hiking and mountaineering trails. One of 
its popular visitor attractions is the Slovenian 
Beekeeping Centre in the village of Brdo, where 
you can get to know the history of beekeeping 
in Slovenia, taste and buy top-quality honey 
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and other bee products, and embark on a 
herb and bee-themed nature trail (www.czs.
si). To quench your thirst and hunger, visit 
the Pri čebelici guest house.

In Lukovica you can choose from six 
different tourist trails offering an opportunity 
to visit a large number of churches, learn 
about local traditions, see demonstrations of 
various traditional arts and crafts, and even 
try your hand at some of them.

Among the most interesting local events 
are those dedicated to keeping alive the 
200-year-old memory of the ‘rokovnjači’ 
outlaws, Slovenian men who resisted joining 
either the French or the Austrian army 
during the French occupation of Slovenian 
lands. ‘Rokovnjači’ are now the symbol of the 
Municipality of Lukovica.

While exploring the Municipality of Lukovica, 
do not miss the village of Trojane and its 
namesake restaurant, where you can taste 
the famous Trojane doughnuts (www.gp-
trojane.si).

If you feel like some hearty traditional fare, 
visit the 200-year-old Pri Bevcu ‘gostilna’ 
restaurant in the village of Lukovica pri 
Domžalah, which has a shady summer 
garden. If you visit in winter, you can taste 
excellent sausages and other pork foods 
traditionally prepared in winter time (T: 
+386 (0)1 7235 146, +386 (0)41 532 483). 
Another ‘gostilna’ with a long history is 
Furman, whose menu includes dishes such 
as ‘steaks in a horse carriage driver’s pan’, 
‘rokovnjači-style’ goulash, mushroom soup 
in a bread bowl, and various kinds of giant 
pizza. The restaurant has recently begun 
to brew its own beer, called Rokovnjač 
(www.gostilnafurman.si). Also special is the 
Rus Homestead in the village of Šentvid 
pri Lukovici, which is a combination of 
a ‘gostilna’ restaurant, shop, gallery and 
wedding hall (www.domacija-rus.si).
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Moravče

www.moravce.si

www.turisticnodrustvo-
moravce.org
www.limbarskagora.com

Moravče is a small market town in the Moravče 
Valley, surrounded by the Posavje Hill Range.

In the past, the valley was well known for its 
numerous castles and churches. The only 
surviving castle is the 15th century Tuštanj 
Castle. The treasures lying hidden behind its 
mighty walls include original furniture, porcelain 
ware, ceramic stoves and other furnishings. In 
the summer, Tuštanj Castle hosts a classical 
music festival titled Castle’s Cultural Evenings.

The symbol of Moravče is its magnificent 
Baroque Church of St. Martin. Its greatest 
treasures, an oil painting of St. Martin and the 
Stations of the Cross, are by Leopold Layer.

Moravče’s hilly, well wooded surrounding area 
offers ample opportunity for hiking. Particularly 
popular among hikers is the Limbarska gora 
hill, crossed by the E6 European long-distance 
footpath. The hill is topped by a Baroque church 
of St. Valentine designed in 1735 by the master 
architect Gregor Maček, also well known for 
designing the Ljubljana Town Hall.

The organization in charge of tourism in the 
Municipality of Moravče is the Moravče Tourism 
Association (www.turisticnodrustvo-moravce.
org), which has recently set up a nature trail 
along the river Rača in the vicinity of the town 
Moravče. Leading through unspoilt countryside, 
this circular trail beginning and ending in 
the village of Krašče attracts both leisurely 
walkers and those wanting to learn, in a fun 
way, about life in the past. The trail takes you 
past a limestone crag full of fossils, a church 
of St. Andrew boasting the largest medieval 
fresco in Slovenia, and a large number of flour 
mills and laundry spots along the river (www.
turisticnodrustvo-moravce.org). Serious hikers 
will like the Moravče Mountain Trail (www.
limbarskagora.com).
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Limbarska gora

Moravče is well known for the 
May Day gathering in the village 
of Tuštanj, held simultaneously 
with a classic car event and a 
full-day hike across the slopes of 
the Moravče Valley. On the eve 
of May Day, bonfires are lit in 
the villages of Hrib and Vrhpolje. 
Each year in March, hikers 
coming from all directions get 
together on the Limbarska gora 
hill to attend an event entitled 
Up Limbarska Gora to Get a 
Carnation, where all women 
hikers are presented with a 
carnation.

Hungry and thirsty visitors to 
the Moravče Valley can be sure 
to be well catered for. Apart 
from numerous bars, a small 
traditional ‘gostilna’ restaurant 
and the Pri Jurku pizza parlour 
in Moravče, the valley has several 
renowned ‘gostilnas’. Gostilna 
Frfrau in the village of Krašce 
serves country-style Sunday 
lunches and various autumn 
pork foods in the ambience 
of a traditional horse carriage 
drivers’ inn. Throughout the year 
you can taste its homemade 
smoked ham, salami and dry-
cured sausages. Gostilna nad 
Logom, an old restaurant 
located on the road to Izlake, 
offers traditional fare, lunchtime 
menus and a choice of a la carte 
dishes. A kilometre down the 
road, in the village of Drtija, 
you will find the Peterka Marija 
‘gostilna’ restaurant, which 
serves delicious lunches, the so 
called ‘country feast platter’ and 
a choice of a la carte dishes.
Excellent food is also served at 
restaurants and tourist farms 
on the Limbarska gora hill. 

Traditional dishes can be 
enjoyed at Gostilna Urankar, 
located on top of Limbarska 
gora next to the Church of 
St. Valentine. Just below the 
top of the Sv. Miklavž hill is 
the Pri Mežnarju tourist farm, 
well known for its potato 
bread, ‘špehovka’ (a variety 
of the ‘potica’ roll filled with 
cracklings), homemade 
autumn and winter pork 
foods, sliced meats and 
a choice of homemade 
desserts: the ‘potica’ roll with 
walnut filling, apple strudel, 
cream cakes and other cakes.

In the village of Imenje, 
situated on a hillock 
surrounded by meadows, 
which offers beautiful views 
over the Moravče Valley, 
you will find the Italian and 
Slovenian restaurant Krtina 
d’Ampezzo, which serves 
anything from regular 
lunch menus to (mainly 
fish) specialities. The newly 
opened Ušte Mountain 
Hut in the village of Ušte 
offers various stews on 
weekdays and lunch menus 
on weekends, often served 
to the accompaniment of 
live music and dancing. The 
mountain hut also provides 
accommodation. Those 
enjoying horse riding and 
horse and carriage rides 
should take a one-kilometre 
walk from the Ušte Mountain 
Hut to the farm of the Osole 
family, which offers not only 
equestrian delights, but also 
stunning views over the 
Moravče Valley all the way to 
Ljubljana.
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Dol pri Ljubljani

www.dol.si

www.vegovhram.si

On the very edge of the Ljubljana basin lies the 
Municipality of Dol pri Ljubljani, the birthplace 
of the great mathematician and artillery expert 
Baron Jurij Vega. The section of the river 
Sava flowing through this area referred to as 
The Land of Jurij Vega has always been an 
exclusive huchen fishing resort.

Due to its numerous watercourses, the Dol pri 
Ljubljani area has a long history of settlement. 
It is believed that the famous Roman road 
from Nauportus to Celeia ran past the site of 
the present village of Dol. A large number of 
archaeological finds from the area date even 
further back, to the Bronze, Copper and New 
Stone Ages.

Dol pri Ljubljani’s rich cultural heritage and 
idyllic scenery are recurring themes in what 
the area has to offer in terms of tourism: a tour 
of the two neoclassical pavilions next to the 
ruins of the Dol Manor, huchen fishing on the 
river Sava, tours of archaeological sites, straw 
plaiting demonstrations, hiking trips along 
the Vega Trail to the birth house of Baron 
Jurij Vega, cycling trails, three annual country 
fairs aimed at preserving local cultural and 
culinary heritage and promoting local fruit and 
vegetable production. The first of the three 
fairs takes place in the village of Dol in spring, 
the second one, titled ‘Surrounded by Nature’, 
by the river Sava in the village of Senožeti in 
the summer, and the third one in the village of 
Dolsko in the autumn. Visitors to the fairs can 
choose from organic fruits and vegetables, 
honey, and other foods produced locally as part 
of the ‘Straight from the Country’ project.

Gourmet food lovers should visit Vegov hram, a 
guest house particularly popular among visitors 
for its excellent traditional fare and other dishes 
matched with quality Slovenian wines (www.
vegovhram.si).
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Jurij Vega’s birth house

Pr’ krač tourist farm in DolskoErberg Pavilions

Erberg Pavilions in Dol pri Ljubljani

Another good choice is the Pr’ krač organic 
farm in the village of Dolsko, whose slow food 
restaurant serving Slovenian cuisine is included 
in Gurman’s Best Restaurants in Slovenia 
list. The menu includes homemade bread, 
homemade dry-cured meat products, beef soup 
with noodles, knuckle of pork, various roasts, 
kid goat meat, pork ribs, traditional autumn and 
winter pork foods served with sour turnip, and 
a choice of ‘potica’ rolls and strudels. Weekend 
visitors should book in advance (T: +386 (0)1 
563 82 60, (0)1 564 76 15).
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Litija

www.litija.si

www.drustvo-geoss.si
info@cr-litija.si
www.razvoj.si
www.gostilnakovac.si
www.pustolovski-park-
geoss.si

The Municipality of Litija lies in the centre of 
Slovenia, in the western part of the Posavje Hill 
Range, which flanks the river Sava.

The old town centre of Litija, whose history 
dates back to the 15th century, when it 
developed from an important ferry crossing 
point on the river Sava, is still partially 
preserved. The town’s attractions include 
Turn Castle, Jože Plečnik’s Monument to the 
Slovenian National Liberation Front, the Parish 
Church of St. Nicholas, the Slavko Grum Library, 
the Art Nouveau building of the former Court of 
Justice, the museum of the Litija Public Institute 
of Culture, well known for its collection of items 
related to ferry transport, and the Predilnica 
Litija spinning mill as a technical heritage 
monument.

One of the most popular spots for visitors to 
the municipality is the village of Vače, where the 
oldest Old Slovenian (Venetic) bucket-shaped 
vessel called situla was excavated in 1882. The 
Vače Situla, dating from the turn of the 5th 
century BC, is now kept at the National Museum 
of Slovenia in Ljubljana. The village of Vače is 
also well known for other archaeological finds 
dating from the Stone and Early Iron Ages.

Just a short way from Vače lies the geometric 
centre of Slovenia, the so called GEOSS, a 
symbol of Slovenianness and the nation’s 
centuries-long struggle for existence, 
development and affirmation of its rootedness 
in the area. The attractions of the GEOSS wider 
area include the GEOSS memorial marker 
and the Dom GEOSS museum in the village 
of Vače, the statue-lined Avenue of Creativity 
on Prehistoric Land, a restored ancient flax-
drying house, the Kimovec Museum of Ancient 
Past (under construction), a prehistoric 
archaeological site, and a giant replica of the 
Vače Situla in the village of Klenik.
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A major attraction for those enjoying 
exciting outdoor activities is the Geoss 
Adventure Park, located in the village 
of Slivna, in the immediate vicinity of 
the geometric centre of Slovenia. The 
park, which offers five tree-top climbing 
routes of different degrees of difficulty 
with 72 climbing obstacles, welcomes 
anyone over the age of four and is 
great fun for children and adults alike 
(www.pustolovski-park-geoss.si).

The area’s diverse landscape, criss-
crossed with hiking and biking trails 
and scattered with tourist farms, offers 
ample opportunity for hiking trips and 
recreation. The best known local hiking 
events include the Levstik Trail from 
Litija to Čatež, the Charcoal Burners’ 
Trail in the village of Dole pri Litiji, 
the Church to Church Trail from the 
village of Polšnik to the churches at five 
nearby hills, and the Archaeological 

Trail from Vače to Klenik.
A very special experience is a 
horseback journey along several 
sections of the 225-kilometre 
Equestrian Trail across the Posavje Hill 
Range. The trail leads past 18 control 
points, where stamps can be obtained, 
and 24 staging posts, where you can 
tie your horse safely, let it rest, provide 
it with hay and water, and get food, 
drinks and accommodation for yourself. 
Most of the control points and staging 
posts are located at (tourist) farms. You 
can choose from six different sections 
of the trail and get a map of each of 
them (info@cr-litija.si, www.razvoj.si).

The Litija area is also popular with 
visitors for a number of renowned 
events, such as the Shrovetide Carnival, 
the Hiking and Biking Trail to GEOSS, 
the geometric centre of Slovenia, the 
Knights’ Tournament at Bogenšperk 

Adventure Park Geoss
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Castle, and other cultural 
and entertainment events 
and festivals.

In Litija and its surrounding 
area, good hearty food 
can be found at traditional 
‘gostilna’ restaurants, guest 
houses and tourist farms. 
In the old town centre of 
Litija, typical Slovenian 
food with a modern twist 
is served in the traditional 
atmosphere of Gostilna 
Špende. Good old recipes 
are being relied upon at the 
Gostilna Kovač restaurant 
and pizza parlour in 
Litija, which also offers 
accommodation (www.
gostilnakovac.si).

Gostilna Vrabec in the 
village of Slivna near Vače 
offers both traditional 
Slovenian fare and 
international cuisine. It is 
well known for its Sunday 
lunch menus, homemade 
bread and herbal schnapps, 
and good draught and 
bottled wines. Gostilna 
Berdajs in the village of 
Sava serves traditional 
Slovenian food. The house 
specials include the pork 
dish known as ‘šobelj’ and 
various game and trout 
dishes. The restaurant 
has a tennis court and a 
pétanque pitch. Another 
place where you can 
experience more than 
just culinary delights is 
the Pr’Selet tourist farm 
in the village of Borovak 
pri Polšniku, where you 
can spend time with farm 

animals, ride Icelandic horses, put up a tent or 
spend the night in a 150-year-old hay barn. Good 
traditional fare is served along with home-produced 
milk and homemade herbal tea mixtures, schnapps 
and cider.

Gostilna Juvan in the village of Polšnik, included 
in Gurman’s Best Restaurants in Slovenia list, 
offers traditional Slovenian, game and vegetarian 
dishes under the slogan ‘Culinary delights from the 
heart of Slovenia, with a view of Mount Triglav’. 
Its specialities include stuffed veal breast, roasted 
knuckle of veal and pork, roasted goat kid, pork 
foods traditionally prepared in autumn and winter, 
beef in sauce, boiled ‘štruklji’ rolls, and apple 
strudel. The restaurant has a small zoo (T: +386 (0)1 
897 30 22, +386 (0)41 367 948).
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Šmartno pri Litiji

www.smartno-litija.si

www.bogensperk.si
info@bogensperk.si
www.gostilnapustovmlin.si

The village of Šmartno pri Litiji is situated in 
the western part of the Posavje Hill Range, on 
the road leading to Bogenšperk Castle, one of 
Slovenia’s most beautiful castles, built in the 
first half of the 16th century. In 1672, the castle 
was purchased by Janez Vajkard Valvasor, a 
famous Slovenian polymath and scientist and a 
fellow of the Royal Society. Today, Bogenšperk 
Castle is a major Slovenian cultural landmark. 
Apart from an exhibition on its history and 
Valvasor’s life and work, it houses the country’s 
main geodetic collection and collections 
dedicated to folk superstition and Slovenia’s 
wealth of traditional costumes.

Due to its central location and pleasant 
environment, Bogenšperk Castle is a popular 
tourist destination. Visitors can book a table 
at the castle’s Krčma restaurant, stroll through 
the castle park or opt for a more vigorous 
exercise on the castle track. The castle provides 
a perfect venue for a fairy-tale-like wedding 
including a horse and carriage ride along a 
linden-lined drive, a wedding ceremony in 
a library which once served as a source of 
knowledge to a famous polymath, a church 
ceremony in a castle chapel, a wedding feast 
in a knights’ hall or a period-style room, a 
reception hosted by the lord of the castle 
and his family, and a blessing from the lord 
of the castle himself. The castle also houses 
the municipality’s main tourist information 
bureau, which provides information on the 
area’s tourism offerings, castle tours and visitor 
entertainment (www.bogensperk.si, info@
bogensperk.si, T: +386 (0)1 898 78 67, +386 (0)1 
898 76 64).

Šmartno pri Litiji is also famous for its Church 
of St. Martin, built to designs by the Viennese 
architect Adolf Wagner. This stately brick-built 
building with a cross-shaped ground plan and a 
monumental two-storey façade stands proudly 
in the centre of the village.
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Šmartno pri Litiji

Bogenšperk Castle

The village’s surrounding area, 
including the Kamplov hrib hill, 
the Jablanica Valley, the hamlet 
of Javorje and the Primskova 
gora hill, which blends into the 
Dolenjska Hill Range, offers 
numerous opportunities for 
outdoor pursuits in unspoilt 
natural surroundings, forest fruit 
picking, and the enjoyment of 
delicious foods from organic 
farms. The area is criss-crossed 
with numerous hiking trails 
such as the Beekeeping Forest 
Trail, which connects several 
beekeeping farms, the Fruit 
Trail, which is a good source 
of fruits grown with care, and 
the Chestnut Trail, which leads 
through magnificent forests to 
the nearby village of Janče.

When hunger strikes, you can 
go to the traditional ‘gostilna’ 
restaurants Pri Mačku and Krznar 

in Šmartno pri Litiji. You will also not regret 
paying a visit to the village of Cerovica and 
its Pustov mlin restaurant, well known for 
excellent fresh trout, traditional winter pork 
foods, daily fresh homemade bread and, on 
weekends, other homemade baked goods 
(www.gostilnapustovmlin.si).
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Ivančna Gorica

www.ivancna-gorica.si

www.prijetnodomace.si
www.td-visnjagora.si
www.mestnokopalisce.si
www.mks-sticna.si
www.obrscak-sp.si
www.polzevo.com

Ivančna Gorica, situated half way between 
Ljubljana and the town of Novo mesto, is a 
small urban settlement surrounded by the 
gently rolling hills of the Dolenjska region 
of Slovenia. The settlement has a rich and 
interesting history. Right in its centre, where 
once there was a crossing of ancient roads, 
stands a Roman milestone.

The area’s history and art are on display at 
the Stična Monastery, founded in 1136 by 
Peregrine I, Patriarch of Aquileia. Since the 
Middle Ages, when the monastery was an 
important cultural centre of the province 
of Carniola, which comprised a large part 
of what is now Slovenia, the monastery has 
undergone several modifications and additions, 
hence its Baroque and Rococo features. 
The interior, painted in fresco by Janez 
Ljubljanski and Fortunat Bergant, houses well 
preserved antique church furnishings as well 
as furnishings designed by the 20th century 
architect Jože Plečnik. Today, the monastery 
is once again a religious and cultural centre. 
It houses the Museum of Christianity in 
Slovenia, whose collections reflect the history 
of Christianity and the development of the 
Order of Cistercians. A separate collection is 
dedicated to cultural history (www.mks-sticna.
si). The monastery welcomes researchers 
wanting to explore the Baraga Archives 
and general visitors wanting to view the 
monastery’s popular exhibition in memory of 
the famous herbalist Father Simon Ašič or visit 
a gallery displaying paintings by Father Gabriel 
Humek. The monastery’s shop offers souvenirs, 
books and monastery produce, and its tea 
room a choice of herbal tea blends created by 
Father Simon Ašič.

Even older than the Stična Monastery is the 
ancient parish of Šentvid pri Stični, today 
known as a cradle of choral singing. The 
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village’s modern vibrancy is due 
to its motocross track and a light 
aircraft airport offering glider and 
light aircraft flights over the area. 
The village is overlooked by the 
Gradišče nad Šentvidom hill (519m), 
the site of the Lavričeva koča 
mountain hut, which is a popular 
hiking destination.

The village of Muljava is well known 
as the birthplace of Josip Jurčič, 
the author of the first Slovenian 
novel, The Tenth Brother (1866). 
To learn about the author’s life and 
work, visit his birth house, where, 
among other activities, the open-air 
stagings of works by Josip Jurčič 
take place every summer.

Another place of historical interest 
is the small town of Višnja Gora, 
whose present appearance is 
reminiscent of its past as a small 
medieval town. Parts of its medieval 
town wall, restored in 2014, and a 
defensive tower are still preserved.

In the vicinity of the village of Krka 
is the source of the beautifully 
green Krka river. The river rises 
in the 220-metre-long Krka Cave, 
famous for its thousands-of-years-
old dripstones and an endemic 
salamander known as the olm. 
Guided tours of the cave are 
available from April to October.

While in the past the river Krka 
was a source of water power for 
the flour and sawmilling industries, 
its scenic banks and rapids are 
now mainly used for tourism and 
recreation. One of the ancient 
mills, Štupnik Mill in the hamlet of 
Zagradec, is still in operation, but 
today it is powered by electricity. 
The Krka river is particularly 

attractive to swimmers, kayakers and 
fishermen fishing for rainbow and brown 
trout, huchen, grayling, common nase, 
sheatfish and pike.

Ivančna Gorica’s surrounding area also 
offers opportunity for other outdoor 
activities: alpine skiing on the slopes 
of Polževo, cross-country skiing, hiking 
along the Jurčič Trail and the E6 and E7 
European long-distance footpaths, hiking 
and cycling along a circular path called 
Comfortably at Home, horse riding and 
tennis.

The staple events on the area’s annual 
calendar include the Jurčič Hike in spring, 
the Week of Culture and Slovenian Choirs 
Meeting held in Šentvid pri Stični in June, 
Anna’s Fair, which takes place in Višnja 
Gora at the end of July, a September 
youth gathering in Stična, and the Lavrič 
Hike, which takes place in October.

More detailed information about the 
attractions and events held in the 
Municipality of Ivančna Gorica is available 
at the Municipal Tourist Association of 
Ivančna Gorica (turisticna.zveza@siol.
com, T: +386 (0) 1 781 21 30) and the 
‘Pleasantly Homely’ Institute for Culture 
and Tourism (turizem@ivancna-gorica.si, 
T: +386 (0) 1 781 21 28).

Jurčič Homestead in Muljava
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Josip Jurčič’s birth house in Muljava

The source of the river Krka 
in the Krka Cave

Ivančna Gorica and its surrounding area 
have lots of places to eat. In Ivančna 
Gorica itself, you can choose from the 
Krjavelj, Zadružni hram and Na Sokolski 
traditional ‘gostilna’ restaurants, the Pri 
Frenku diner, and the Center cake house 
(www.ivancna-gorica.si).

In and around the village of Krka you 
will find the Krka guest house and the 
Javornik, Magovac, Hočevar and Podržaj 
tourist farms, while the surrounding area 
of the villages of Šentvid pri Stični and 
Dob pri Šentvidu boasts the Kegeljček 
pizza parlour, the Grabnar, Štorovje and 
Pri Japu ‘gostilna’ restaurants, and the 
Fajdiga and Klemenčič tourist farms. 
Not far away, scenic vineyards providing 
quality wines of the Lower Sava Valley 
wine region can be found around the 
villages of Temenica and Sobrače. In the 
town of Višnja Gora, food is served by 
the café of the Višnja Gora Swimming 
Pool Complex, the Šerek and Jelenov 
rog ‘gostilna’ restaurants and the 
restaurant of the Hotel Polževo, which is 
also a good tourist base (www.polzevo.
com). Good traditional food is also 
served by the Čož and Leskovec tourist 
farms.

In the Krka River Valley you can stop 
at the Na pajčni ‘gostilna’ restaurant, 

Toplar pizza parlour and Na vasi 
guest house. Up-to-date tourist 
information can be acquired at the 
Pri Joži café. Daily fresh traditional 
winter pork foods are served by the 
Pri Obrščaku ‘gostilna’ restaurant 
in the village of Muljava. Close by is 
also the Antonač pizza parlour and 
restaurant. Not far away from the 
valley of the river Krka, in the heart 
of the Suha Krajina region, lies the 
village of Ambrus, where great 
mushroom forays can be made.

The Okorn tourist farm in the 
village of Pristava nad Stično, well 
known for its ‘buckwheat žganci’, 
a lumpy dish of boiled flour served 
with sauerkraut, cracklings, stew or 
milk, never runs out of homemade 
dry-cured meat products. It is 
actually so well stocked with them 
that sausages, cured pork loin, 
salamis and smoked bacon are also 
available to take away. Excellent 
traditional foods can also be 
enjoyed at the Miglič and Berčon 
tourist farms near the hamlet of 
Metnaj, situated at the foot of 
Obolno (776m), the highest peak in 
the Municipality of Ivančna Gorica.

Jurčič Homestead in Muljava
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Radensko Polje

Boštanj Castle
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Grosuplje

www.grosuplje.si

www.zupanovajama.si
www.radenskopolje.si
obcina-grosuplje@ob-
grosuplje.si
www.kongo.si

On the edge of the Dolenjska region, 
surrounded by gently sloping hills, distinctive 
small valleys and karst poljes, lies the 
Municipality of Grosuplje.

The area has a rich cultural and historical 
heritage. The earliest known settlement of 
the Magdalenska gora hill dates back to the 
Late Iron Age. The village of Šmarje-Sap was 
the ecclesiastical and cultural centre of the 
western Dolenjska region for over 700 years. 
Its Turenček defensive tower housed the first 
school in Slovenia from as early as 1504.

What has remained of the area’s once numerous 
castles are Boštanj Castle, the ruins of Čušperk 
Castle, and the Praproče Mansion, which now 
houses the writer Louis Adamič’s memorial 
room.

The finest examples of the area’s sacral 
architecture are the Gothic Church of St. Martin 
in the village of Veliko Mlačevo, the Church of 
Sts. Peter and Paul in the village of Spodnja 
Slivnica and the Romanesque Church of St. 
Mary’s Birth in Šmarje–Sap. The Church of St. 
Mary’s Birth, adorned with Gothic murals and 
frescoes by Štefan Šubic, was once fortified to 
defend against Turkish attacks. Its only surviving 
fortification is the Turenček defensive tower.

One of the few churches with a surviving system 
of fortifications is the fortified Church of St. 
Nicholas above the village of Cerovo, known as 
Tabor Cerovo. Its two-level defensive wall, fitted 
with numerous loopholes and three towers, 
represents the highest achievement of rural 
architecture. Its defensive towers are arranged 
in such a way as to allow the surveillance of the 
entire surrounding area.

The last decade has seen Grosuplje gradually 
turn into a town of sculptures. Each year, 
renowned sculptors are invited to spend a 
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King Mathias’s Throne

month chiselling the karst limestone 
below Boštanj Castle as part of a 
project run by Ljubljana’s Sculpture 
Association. Finished sculptures are 
then placed in selected locations and 
officially presented to the people 
of Grosuplje. The project includes 
accompanying workshops for children, 
young people and adults, which attract 
large numbers of participants year after 
year.

The most amazing among the 
municipality’s natural sights is 
Županova jama (Mayor’s Cave), 
discovered in 1926 in the vicinity of 
the Tabor hill. The entrance to the 
cave is through Ledenica, the first in 
a series of seven underground halls 
connected by an over 600-metre-long 
path. In the cave you can find anything 
from precipices, abysses and tunnels 
to crystal clear water and dripstones 

of every shape and colour, including, 
among others, ice stalagmites in the 
Ledenica hall. Entrance to the cave is 
by guided tour only (T: +386 (0)41 407 
705, www.zupanovajama.si).

Another famous karst landform in 
the area is Radensko Polje, one of 
Slovenia’s nine distinctive poljes. 
It is reminiscent of the seasonally 
disappearing Lake Cerknica in that its 
watercourses disappear underground 
through sinkholes. Radensko polje 
provides habitat for numerous rare and 
protected plant and animal species. 
It looks idyllic both at times when it 
is covered in a carpet of flowers and 
in winter, when it is blanketed in ice. 
In the middle of the polje stands the 
68-metre-high Kopanj hill, one of 
the best examples of an inselberg in 
the Dinaric karst of Slovenia (www.
radenskopolje.si).
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Tabor Cerovo

Mayor’s Dripstone in Mayor’s Cave

A local guide to take you on 
a tour of the area’s major 
attractions can be hired at the 
municipal offices (T: +386 (0)1 
788 87 50; obcina-grosuplje@
ob-grosuplje.si).

A good way to enjoy the 
beauties of Grosuplje and 
its surrounding area is to go 
hiking or cycling through the 
countryside. The E6 European 
long-distance footpath takes 
you across the municipality’s 
highest hill, Kucelj, and the 
circular Grosuplje Mountain 
Trail across the slopes 
surrounding the Grosuplje 
basin. Adrenaline seekers like 
to get together at the local 
light aircraft airport and ski 
jump, and horse lovers at the 
area’s equestrian clubs.

The major amateur sporting 
events held in the area 
include the Cycling Marathon 
through Three Municipalities, 
the 24-hour Run of Joy, 
an intermunicipal tennis 
championship and the opening 
leg of the international Tour of 
Slovenia cycle race.

The surrounding area 
of Grosuplje is a perfect 
destination for hunting and 
fishing. Its forests are full of 
wildlife, and its karst streams 
and ponds full of fish. The 
most popular with fishermen is 
the Boštanj Pond.

The municipality has lots 
of traditional ‘gostilna’ 
restaurants, pizza parlours 
and diners. In the town of 
Grosuplje, hunger pangs can 

be satisfied with traditional Slovenian, fish, 
vegetarian or grilled dishes served at the Krpan, 
Kramar and Vodičar ‘gostilna’ restaurants, the 
Podržaj guest house and the Anton ‘gostilna’ 
restaurant and brewery. You can also check out 
the Giovanni tourist farm in the village of Peč 
and the ‘gostilna’ restaurants Pr’ atku in the 
village of Brezje pri Grosupljem, Slamar in the 
village of Šmarje-Sap, and Lunca in the village 
of Zagradec, which is well known for its game 
dishes.

Those looking for an exciting night out should 
visit the Kongo Hotel and Casino. The chefs 
of the hotel’s two restaurants, specializing in 
African cuisine, make sure that you have a good 
culinary experience both day and night (www.
kongo.si).
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Dobrepolje

www.dobrepolje.si
www.dobrepolje.info

The Municipality of Dobrepolje stretches over a 
succession of three interconnected valleys lying 
between the slopes of Mala gora and the table 
mountain of Tisovec. The area has a rich cultural 
and natural heritage.

In the village of Videm, the centre of the 
municipality, you will find the Church of the Holy 
Cross, decorated with works by Matevž Langus, 
Janez Wolf, Matija Koželj and Ivan Vurnik. Across 
the way from the church stands the Chapel of 
Sts. Cyril and Methodius, a work by Tone Kralj. 
In the surrounding area of the church and its 
cemetery stand several statues by the brothers 
Tone and France Kralj. The hub of the village’s 
cultural and tourist activities is the Jakličev dom 
cultural centre (TIC Dobrepolje, T: +386 (0)41 
962 823, www.dobrepolje.info).

The Church of St. Florian in the village of 
Ponikve was built in the Gothic style and later 
furnished with golden Baroque altars. Its altar to 
St. Michael, also known as the ‘Angelic Altar’ due 
to its outstanding beauty, has been displayed in 
Belgrade, Sarajevo and Paris.

The villages of Zagorica and Ponikve are well 
known for their traditional ‘mačkara’ carnival 
figures. The most outstanding are Ponikve’s 
cock mask and Zagorica’s ‘kastur’ hat, both 
depicted on stamps issued by the Post of 
Slovenia.

The village of Zdenska vas is interesting for its 
heritage and fine views. Behind its Pilgrimage 
Church of St. Anthony there is a vast linden 
grove consisting of 45 century-old trees. Not 
far away are two karst caves. The traditional 
‘kozolec’ wooden hayracks on the edge of 
the village, carved in minute detail, represent 
Slovenian rural architecture at its best.

The entire Dobrepolje area is scattered with 
karst landforms such as dolines, karst springs, 
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Statue of Tone and 
France Kralj

Videm

sinkholes and underground caves. Some of 
the caves provide habitat for an endemic 
salamander known as the olm. In the middle 
of the village of Podpeč is the entrance to the 
Podpeč Cave, first described in 1687 by Janez 
Vajkard Valvasor in his famous chronicle The 
Glory of the Duchy of Carniola. The cave is now 
used as a concert venue.

Various cultural and traditional events are held 
at the Pri koritu cultural and leisure centre in the 
village of Podgora, which is also the starting 
point of two nature trails. A contemporary 
representation of the Stations of the Cross 
created by 14 participants of an artists’ 
workshop is on display at Podgora’s Church of 
St. Nicholas.

Dobrepolje is an idyllic fertile valley where lots 
of fruits and vegetables are grown. The local 
woods, rich in mushrooms and strawberries, 
are full of wildlife, including bears. The trails 
leading from the valley to the nearby hill and 
mountain tops each provide a wonderful hiking 
experience.

Several local ‘gostilna’ 
restaurants offer set meals at 
mid-morning break and lunch 
time and serve a choice of 
a la carte dishes. Traditional 
Slovenian fare, including game 
and mushroom dishes, ‘žganci’ 
(a lumpy dish of boiled flour 
sprinkled with melted fat) and 
‘štruklji’ (boiled dough rolls 
with different fillings), are 
available by prior arrangement.
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Velike Lašče

www.velike-lasce.si

www.trubarjevi-kraji.si
www.zavod-parnas.org
www.gradez.si
www.prikuklju.si

The tiny market town and municipality of Velike 
Lašče lies at the meeting point of the regions 
of Dolenjska and Notranjska, amidst a diverse, 
largely wooded karst landscape. It is well 
known for its rich natural, historical and cultural 
heritage.

At the beginning of the first millennium, a 
Roman system of defensive walls known as 
Claustra Alpium Iuliarum was built in the area 
by Roman legionaries. Today, a history trail runs 
along the course of the wall.

On the edge of the Velike Lašče area stands 
the renovated Turjak Castle. Combining 
Renaissance and Romanesque elements, it is 
an important link in the development of Central 
European castle architecture. In the past it was 
owned by the House of Auersperg, who were at 
the height of their power at the time of Turkish 
attacks and the Reformation in Slovenia. The 
castle is open to visitors on weekends and at 
other times by appointment (T: +386 (0)1 788 
10 06, www.trubarjevi-kraji.si).

Each year in June, in memory of the victory of 
Andreas von Auersperg’s army over the Turks in 
1593, Turjak Castle hosts an event titled Turjak 
Days, which attracts more and more visitors 
every year.

The entire municipality is scattered with 
churches. The oldest is the late Gothic Church 
of St. Leonard above the village of Krvava 
Peč, remarkable for its beautiful painted 
wooden ceiling, which has been restored and 
designated as a protected monument.

The Velike Lašče area is often referred to as 
‘the cradle of Slovenian culture’ as it is the 
birthplace of several important Slovenian 
authors, including Fran Levstik and Josip Stritar, 
whose memorial rooms are housed in the 
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Levstikov trg square in Velike Lašče

Levstikov dom cultural centre in Velike 
Lašče (T: +386 (0)1 7881 006, www.
trubarjevi-kraji.si).

At the foot of the village of Rašica, 
designated as a conservation area, 
stands the Trubar Homestead, the 
birthplace of Primož Trubar, the father 
of the written Slovenian language. The 
homestead, renovated on the 400th 
anniversary of Trubar’s death, is open 
to visitors daily. Guided tours are 
available by appointment (T: +386 (0)1 
7881 006, www.trubarjevi-kraji.si).

In the little mountain village of Gradež, 
located in the immediate vicinity of 
Turjak Castle, stands a restored fruit 
drying facility dating from 1938, where 
you can taste naturally dried apple 
wedges, the ‘krhljevka’ compote of 
dried fruits, and homemade fruit juice 
and schnapps. Twenty different ‘potica’ 
rolls and a choice of traditional dishes 

can be prepared specially for you if 
you arrange your visit in advance (T: 
+386 (0)31 618 159, www.gradez.si).

The Velike Lašče area boasts a host of 
different karst landforms. Particularly 
worth seeing are the Iška Gorge, the 
wetlands of the Mišja Valley, and the 
Kobilji curek waterfall. The area’s 
unspoilt countryside is also a heaven 
for hikers as the village of Predgozd on 
the table mountain of Rutarska planota 
is the crossing point of the E6 and E7 
European long-distance footpaths.

Visitors to the area can choose from 
a range of guided tours and various 
themed trails such as the Velike Lašče 
Cultural Trail, which leads through 
the birthplaces of several Slovenian 
authors, a circular trail called Along 
the Wall, the Trail through Trubar’s 
Birth Parish, the Geological Trail to the 
Kobilji Curek Waterfall, and several 
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Trubar Homestead in Rašica

other trails leading past 
the area’s natural, cultural 
and historical attractions 
and traditional ‘gostilna’ 
restaurants and tourist 
farms (T: +386 (0)41 833 
456, www.zavod-parnas.
org).

Those looking for culinary 
delights should visit 
the famous Pri Kuklju 
‘gostilna’ restaurant. Its 
menu, themed on seasonal 
festive events, customs and 
cultural traditions, satisfies 
even the most discerning 
guest. Its in-house bakery 
prepares a choice of 
desserts, including various 
‘potica’ rolls, which are also 
available to take away (T: 
+386 (0)1 7889 098, www.
prikuklju.si).
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Škofljica

www.skofljica.si

www.grandvid-hotel.com
www.gostilna-cot.si

The Municipality of Škofljica stretches across 
the south-easternmost edge of the Ljubljana 
Moors, the Želimlje Valley and part of the hilly 
countryside above the valley.  

The area was first settled in the Iron Age, which 
is evidenced by the Molnik hill prehistoric 
burial site, which is considered to be, due to its 
richness, a Hallstatt chieftain’s residence.

The area’s major historical sights include Lisičje 
Castle and the Church of St. Ursula in the 
village of Lanišče, the latter decorated with 
a 15th century fresco including the first ever 
representation of a landscape in Slovenian 
art, the Church of Sts. Simon and Jude in the 
village of Pijava Gorica, painted in fresco by 
the 15th century artist Janez Ljubljanski, and 
Juvanc House in the village of Želimlje, a more 
than 200-year-old historical homestead.

The unspoilt countryside in the area of the 
village of Orle, marked by stately old linden 
trees and ancient cherry orchards, offers 
ample opportunity for relaxation in natural 
surroundings. Horse lovers can explore the 
area on the back of Icelandic horses available 
for hire from the Ranč Orle equestrian farm. 
Hikers have four different trails to choose from. 
The 23-kilometre Svarun Trail leads through a 
gently undulating landscape from the town of 
Škofljica to the village of Vrh nad Želimljami, 
and from there down to the village of Želimlje 
in the Želimeljščica Valley and through the 
valley back to the starting point. The Zalog 
Forest Trail offers an opportunity to get to 
know the tree species common to the area 
and learn about the life of the forest. The 
12-kilometre Čemšenik Castle Trail, suitable 
for both hikers and bikers, takes you along the 
bridle paths of the hilly surrounding area of the 
town of Lavrica, whose history dates back to 
the Middle Ages. Along the trail you can learn 
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Pijava Gorica

Lisičje Castle

about the town’s history and the area’s 
cultural and natural heritage. Another 
trail suitable for both hikers and bikers 
is the Pijava Gorica Moorland Trail. 
Starting from the centre of the village 
of Pijava Gorica, it takes you on a hike 
through the lush vegetation of the 
Ljubljana Moors, home to 89 different 
butterfly and a hundred different 
bird species and the site of several 
cultural and historical monuments. The 
8.2-kilometre trail across the Moors 
takes a good two hours to complete on 
foot. Only a short section at the end of 
it leads along an asphalt road.

Those wanting to stay in the area 
overnight can do so at the four-star 
Grandvid hotel in Škofljica (www.
grandvid-hotel.com).

The Škofljica area has several ‘gostilna’ 
restaurants with a long tradition of 

welcoming hungry travellers, including 
Gostilna Petkovšek and Gostilna Strah 
in Škofljica and – the oldest of all, open 
since 1697 – Gostilna Čot in Pijava 
Gorica, where you can taste traditional 
homemade winter pork foods 
(bratwurst, black pudding, smoked 
sausages), beef soup, pork and beef 
roast served with ‘pražen krompir’ 
(Slovenian-style sautéed potatoes), 
and fresh homemade bread (www.
gostilna-cot.si).
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Church of St. Michael in Iška vas
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Ig

www.obcina-ig.si

www.ljubljanskobarje.si
www.iskaadventure.si 
www.kmetija-klančar.si

The Municipality of Ig stretches partly across 
the Ljubljana Moors and partly across a hill 
range whose highest peaks are Krim and 
Mokerc. It is connected to Ljubljana by Ižanska 
cesta, a ‘famous’ road built in 1827.

The Ig area is designated as a cultural heritage 
landscape, due to finds of 6,000-year-old pile 
dwellings and remains of the Roman period. 
Two of the area’s prehistoric pile dwelling 
sites have been designated as UNESCO World 
Heritage Sites, upon a joint nomination with 
pile dwelling sites in the Alpine regions of 
Switzerland, France, Germany, Austria and 
Italy. Apart from several dugout canoes, the 
most original finds from the area include the 
so called ‘Female Idol’, a finely polished black 
baked clay vessel decorated with incisions. 
The vessel, depicting a woman wearing a flax 
garment, dates back to 2000 BC. It was found 
in 1876 at the Dežman Pile Dwelling Site near 
the village of Ig.

Excavations in the Ig area also yielded over 
120 Roman tombstones, now built into the 
walls of the Ljubljana Cathedral, the church in 
the village of Ig, Ig Castle, and the Church of 
St. Michael in the village of Iška vas. Another 
significant find from the area is the so called 
Old Geezer (Stari dedec), a 1st century 
monument cut into bedrock between the 
villages of Staje and Kot.

The Ig area has a rich heritage of sacred 
buildings. One of the most visited churches 
is the restored Church of Our Lady Queen 
of Peace on the Kurešček hill, whose site has 
been occupied by a shrine to the Virgin Mary 
for at least five centuries. Also worth visiting 
is the Church of St. Nicholas in the village of 
Visoko, interestingly painted in fresco by the 
15th century painter Janez Ljubljanski.
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Draga Ponds

The church at Kurešček

Apart from the legacy 
of a rich history, the Ig 
area also offers ample 
opportunity for sports 
and recreation and several 
natural sights.

One of them is the Draga 
Valley with its seven 
ponds, which are home 
to numerous bird species, 
Slovenia’s only indigenous 
turtle, the pond terrapin, 
and the attractive white 
water lily. A nature trail 
known as the Draga Forest 
Trail runs in the vicinity of 
the ponds.

An attractive area for 
walkers is the narrow 
valley of the river Iška. 
The torrential Iška 
Gorge offers walkers a 
cool retreat during the 
summer months (www.
iskaadventure.si).

The round-topped Krim, 
the highest peak in 
Ljubljana’s surrounding 
area, is a popular 
destination for hikers 
with good fitness. Clouds 
forming around its top can 
be taken as a prediction 
of bad weather. On fine 
weather days, Krim offers 
far-reaching views, which 
was taken advantage 
of by Austro-Hungarian 
surveyors, who used Krim 
as the origin point for the 
first cadastral survey of 
the provinces of Carniola, 
Carinthia and the Littoral 
with Istria between 1817 
and 1828.

The Ig area also offers a wealth of delights for 
cyclists. Its rarely busy roads and paths offer an 
opportunity to create routes suited to all cycling 
abilities, from easy ones, leading through the 
moors, to more demanding ones, leading across 
the area’s hills.

The Municipality of Ig has lots of societies 
organizing, in collaboration with the Municipality 
of Ig, a variety of well-attended events, including 
hikes to the top of Krim, a Shrovetide carnival, 
hikes along a Roman defensive wall, equestrian 
events at the Vrbljene hippodrome, the annual 
Ig Fair, a hike to the meeting point of four 
municipalities, and a Christmas and New Year fair.
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’Hollow Rock’ in the Iška Gorge

For a pleasant lunch, visit the 
gostilnica Furman (formerly known 
as Gostilna Gerbec) in Ig, where 
traditional fare is particularly well 
prepared. The restaurant Ulčar in the 
village of Ig offers delicious mid-
morning and lunchtime meals and 
home-brewed beer. If you fancy a 
pizza, visit the MM or the Mars pizza 
restaurant in the village of Brest. Take 
advantage of fine weather from April 
to October and visit the Iški vintgar 
guest house, which serves freshly 
caught grilled trout, a classic choice 
of barbecued meats and vegetables, 
traditional goulash, and delicious 
pancakes for those with a sweet tooth. 
Another place where you can both 
eat and stay is the Petek tourist farm 
in the village of Visoko, which offers 
beautiful views of Kurešček and its 

surrounding hills and is a perfect base 
for hiking trips.

Accommodation is also available 
at the Pri Klančarju tourist farm in 
the village of Staje, which offers five 
nicely furnished holiday apartments 
(www.kmetija-klancar.si.
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Borovnica

www.borovnica.si

www.vborovnici.si
www.gostilna-godec.com
www.kim-vi.com
www.freetime.si/baza/
borovnica/pekel/
freeweb.t-2.net/jelekitt
www.ameriskeborovnice.
com

The Municipality of Borovnica stretches 
alongside the narrow valley of the river 
Borovniščica in the south-western part of the 
Ljubljana Moors. The two major roads to the 
area lead across the Ljubljana Moors, one past 
the village of Podpeč and the other via the 
town of Vrhnika. Other roads, running across 
the sparsely populated parts of the valley and 
through the woods, are mainly popular with 
the locals, hikers and sportsmen, particularly 
due to a considerable number of lookout 
points, a paragliding and hang-gliding spot 
and mountain biking terrains on the Menišija 
plateau.

The cultural heritage of Borovnica is strongly 
related to the railway, which to this day 
remains the most important traffic artery in 
the region. The once splendid 569-metre-long 
and 38-metre-high Borovnica Viaduct, which 
used to carry part of the railway connecting 
Vienna to Trieste, was destroyed during the 
Second World War and its only surviving 
pillar is now protected as a technical heritage 
monument. The area’s other famous viaducts 
include the 230-metre-long and 28-metre-
high Stag Bridge (Jelenov most), which has 
remained untouched by wars and still serves 
its purpose, and the Pako Viaduct, which is 
now only suitable for hikers and cyclists. Not 
far away is the renovated 19th century Railway 
Watch House No. 666, which houses a small 
historical collection dedicated to the builders 
of the ‘Southern Railway’. Borovnica was the 
birthplace of Dr. Danilo Majaron, the founder of 
the first Slovenian university in Ljubljana.

Today, Borovnica, whose name means ‘bilberry’ 
or ‘blueberry’, is well-known for Slovenia’s 
largest plantations of American blueberries 
(www.ameriskeborovnice.com), stretching 
far across the Ljubljana Moors. The delicious 
berries have inspired the Blueberry Festival, 
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Railway Watch House No. 666

Stag Bridge

Pekel Gorge

held annually in the second half of July.
The Municipality of Borovnica is crossed 
by the E7 European long-distance 
footpath and several waymarked 
mountain routes. The most popular 
is the more than 300-metre ascent 
of the Pekel Gorge, which owes its 
name, translating as ‘Hell’s Gorge’, to 
the fact that during long rainy periods 
its romantic pools and rippling rapids 
turn into a raging torrent. The route, 
equipped with bolts, footbridges and 
ladders, is demanding but safe. It runs 
past five waterfalls suitable for climbing 
when they freeze in winter.

The Pekel Gorge is frequented by 
chamois, foxes, lynx, wolves and, now 
and then, brown bears. The protected 
species that you can observe include 
the Carniolan primula and the white-
throated dipper. The pleasant Pekel 
guest house, located at the beginning 
of the gorge, serves delicious trout 
from the depths of river pools and a 
choice of other delights. It is included 

in Gurman’s Best Restaurants in 
Slovenia list (T: +386 (0)1 754 61 24).
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Reconstruction of a late antiquity defensive tower in the village of Lanišče on the Hrušica 
plateau, part of the Roman system of defensive walls known as Claustra Alpium Iuliarum

Fly fishing on the river Unica
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Logatec

www.logatec.si

The Municipality of Logatec lies in the heart 
of the Notranjska region, where the Alpine 
landscape gives way to the Dinaric karst. Karst 
landforms are particularly noticeable in the 
southern half of the municipality, from Planina 
Polje to the town of Logatec and the villages of 
Kalce and Hotedršica. 

Planina Polje, covering an area of 11 square 
kilometres and stretching across the 
municipalities of Logatec, Postojna and 
Cerknica, is one of the most typical karst 
poljes. Approximately twice a year it is flooded 
by the river Unica, which rises from the Planina 
Cave on one end of the polje and disappears 
underground through about 150 sinkholes on 
the other end. The Unica, the cleanest river in 
the area and beyond, is a fishermen’s paradise 
full of trout, graylings, pikes and carps. Planina 
Polje, home to 78 different butterfly species, 
is Slovenia’s only habitat of the endangered 
amethyst meadow squill. It is also home to a 
globally endangered bird species called the 
corn crake, due to which it has been included 
in the Natura 2000 ecological network of 
protected areas in the European Union.

The old road connecting the towns of Vrhnika 
and Logatec and leading further on to Trieste 
is lined with over 290 linden trees, which make 
it one of the longest and best known tree-
lined avenues in Slovenia. The trees flanking 
the 1.9-kilometre-long avenue, which has a 
dominant position at the entrance to the town 
of Logatec, are said to have been planted 
around 1805 to celebrate the wedding between 
Napoleon Bonaparte and Marie Louise, the 
daughter of the Austrian Emperor Francis II. 
Originally named after Marie Louise, it is now 
known as the Napoleon Avenue.

Throughout its history, the Logatec area has 
been known as one of the most important 
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Tomažin Watermill

strategic points on the route from the 
Italian Peninsula to Central Europe. 
For this reason it has been the site 
of major strategic borders set up by 
different armies in different periods 
of history, from the Roman system 
of defensive walls known as Claustra 
Alpium Iuliarum to the borders 
defined by the Treaty of Rapallo, the 
Alpine Wall, and the Rupnik Line. One 
can still see the remains of all these 
borders. Perhaps the most interesting 
is the Roman defensive tower in the 
village of Lanišče, referred to simply as 
the Roman Fort in Lanišče. The fort, 
originating from late antiquity and 
restored in the early 1970s, is the only 
restored part of the Claustra Alpium 
Iuliarum defensive system in Slovenia.

To learn more about Slovenia’s military 
history, visit the Military Museum in 
the town of Logatec, which holds 

artefacts relating to the military 
history of Slovenian-inhabited areas 
from prehistory, antiquity and the 
Middle Ages to the First and Second 
World Wars, the war for Slovenian 
independence and the period of the 
development of the present-day 
Slovenian army. One of the museum’s 
major attractions is a collection of 
over 2,800 military decorations from 
around the world.

Interesting ethnological collections 
can be viewed at the Tršar Homestead 
in the village of Laze, the Hilltop 
Museum of Antique Objects in the 
Blekova vas area of Logatec, and the 
Pr’ Kovač Homestead in the village 
of Hotedršica. Also worth visiting is 
Hotedršica’s Tomažin Watermill. What 
is special about this still operational 
ancient watermill located on the 
circular trail around the village is that 
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Sekirica, a year-round paradise for outdoor enthusiasts

it sits above a natural 
sinkhole.

To get to the soul of 
the area, join the locals 
at one of the events 
traditionally held in 
the municipality, such 
as the Gregory Fair, 
Bikers’ Meeting, Veris 
music festival, May 
Day celebration, Night 
at the Well folk music 
event, Accordion 
Meeting, Logatec 
Summer festival, 
Logatec Brass Band 
Christmas Concert 
and New Year’s Eve 
theatre show in the 
town of Logatec, the 
Countryside Festival in 
the village of Medvedje 
Brdo, the Midsummer 
Sunday traditional 
music and dance 
event in the village 
of Hotedršica, and 
the Summer in Rovte 
festival in the village of 
Rovte.

The Logatec area 
also offers plenty 
of opportunities for 
enjoying outdoor 
activities and fresh air. 
Cycling enthusiasts can 
explore the beauties of 
the area on a bicycle. 
Hikers can choose 
from numerous hiking 
routes, such as the 
Notranjska Mountain 
Trail, the Cavers’ Trail, 
the Laze-Pokojišče 
Cavers’ Trail, and 
the circular Logatec 

Mountain Trail. Fishing enthusiasts should not miss 
the opportunity to go fishing in the river Unica, 
a paradise for fishermen from around the world. 
Adrenaline-fuelled experiences can be found on 
the Ženček and Sekirica hills, which offer the best 
gliding terrains in Slovenia for both beginners and 
experienced pilots. The Sekirica hill (545m), one 
of the area’s best recreation sites, is also popular 
for the footpaths in its surrounding area, an up to 
15-kilometre-long cross-country ski trail, a ski area 
with a T-bar lift, three ski jumps on the northern slope 
of the hill, and the nearby Lokva pond, which freezes 
in winter and is suitable for ice skating.

Hungry and thirsty visitors to the area can choose 
from the Kisovec, Urbanovc, Tumle and Šinkovc 
tourist farms, the Logatčanka restaurant, the Turk, 
Pod Kostanji, Marché, Jeršin-Korenčan, Pri Kramarju, 
Pri Rezki and Baron traditional ‘gostilna’ restaurants, 
the Pr’ Krištof’, Bolero, Zvonček and Tavžentroža 
pizzerias, several diners, and a large choice of pubs 
and bars. 

The Logatec area also welcomes visitors with 
clean and comfortable beds, so check out its 
accommodation offerings at www.logatec.si.
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The source of the river Ljubljanica

Technical Museum of Slovenia in Bistra
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Vrhnika

www.vrhnika.si

www.visitvrhnika.si
www.zavod-cankar.si
tic@zavod-cankar.si
www.tms.si
www.mantova.si
www.boter-sp.si
www.gostilna-bajc.si
www.gostilna-bistra.com
www.gostilna-kranjc.com
www.pd-vrhnika.si
www.staravrhnika.si

The Municipality of Vrhnika lies on the western 
edge of the Ljubljana Moors and along the 
edge of the Pokojišče plateau, at the meeting 
point of the prealpine, karst and moorland 
landscapes.

The origin of the small town of Vrhnika is 
closely related to ships and traffic on the deep 
and quietly flowing river Ljubljanica, which 
rises from eleven karst springs in the town’s 
surrounding area. Vrhnika’s history goes back 
to the Palaeolithic period and stretches across 
the pile dwelling period and the Roman and 
medieval times to this day. The modes of 
travelling along trading routes have changed 
through history, but due to its unique position, 
Vrhnika continues to have a special significance 
today.

The Vrhnika area has a rich and magnificent 
cultural heritage. Within the town of Vrhnika 
alone there are three churches built in the 
Gothic style and redecorated in the Baroque 
period with murals by some of the great master 
painters of the time. The town’s historical 
significance is testified to by the medieval Old 
Court and Old Post Office buildings. The latter, 
also known as Lavrenčič House, stands on the 
bank of the Ljubljanica where once there was a 
passenger port. Another magnificent building is 
The Black Eagle, originally a hotel designed in 
the classical style.

In the centre of Vrhnika stands a monument to 
Ivan Cankar (1876–1918), the greatest Slovenian 
writer and an important dramatist and poet. 
Apart from viewing his monument, sculpted 
in bronze by Ivo Jurkovič in 1930, you can also 
visit his memorial house.

Vrhnika is overlooked by a hill topped by 
a monument to the fallen fighters of the 
Slovenian National Liberation Front, a majestic 
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work by the sculptor Boris Kalin and 
the architect Boris Kobe.

A place unquestionably worth visiting 
in the area is the Technical Museum 
of Slovenia in the village of Bistra 
near Vrhnika (www.tms.si), which is 
a unique sight in terms of technical, 
cultural and natural heritage. Situated 
in a castle building, once home to 
a monastery, and surrounded by a 
beautiful park with a pond and a 
forest nature trail, it houses numerous 
permanent collections in the fields of 
agriculture, transport, forestry, wood 
processing, hunting, fishing, textile 
industry, electrical engineering and 
printing. Particularly attention grabbing 
is an extensive collection of limousines 
owned by the late Yugoslav president 
Tito. On Sundays, the museum gives 
demonstrations on traditional working 
methods and the functions of various 
tools, devices and machines used in 
everyday life in the past. Next to the 
museum is the traditional ‘gostilna’ 
restaurant Bistra, which serves a choice 
of delicious Slovenian and international 
dishes, homemade desserts and gala 
menus. It also offers guest rooms and 
a hostel with 60 beds. Several nature 
trails are located in its immediate 
vicinity. Bistra Castle can be the 
venue of your choice for your outdoor 
wedding and the reception afterwards, 
including a magical ride in a classic car 
and a flock of pigeons flying into the 
sky.

A path leading to the Ulovka hill brings 
you to a 16th century church of St. 
Nicholas in the village of Kuren. The 
church, which has remained unchanged 
since it was built, is a unique example 
of Slovenian sacred art designated as 
a cultural heritage monument. Its most 
interesting part is its wooden ceiling 
supported by two wooden columns and 

divided into 96 squares painted with 
animal, plant and geometric motifs. On 
a weekend, you can combine your visit 
to the church with an excellent lunch at 
the Na Kurenu tourist farm.

In the wider Vrhnika area you can find 
several granaries, part of the area’s 
rich architectural heritage. Some of the 
granaries, used for storing grain in the 
past, are still parts of homesteads and 
serve their original purpose. The oldest 
of the area’s 17 granaries is the Jelovčan 
Granary, dating back to 1808. The Miklc 
Granary in the village of Verd, built 
in the Baroque style, was restored in 
1981, converted for use as an art gallery 
dedicated to the memory of the painter 
Jožef Petkovšek and renamed as 
‘Granary Gallery’ (Galerija Kašča). The 
gallery hosts a permanent exhibition 
of photographs of Petkovšek’s works 
and occasional contemporary art 
exhibitions.

The most impressive example of 
the area’s natural heritage are the 
sources of the river Ljubljanica and 
their accompanying medley of karst 
landforms in the villages of Retovje, 
Močilnik and Bistra.

The Mali plac nature reserve on the 
Kostanjevica inselberg near the village 
of Bevke is a unique example of the so 
called raised bog. It is one of Southern 
Europe’s few surviving natural habitats 
of its kind and one of the last refuges 
for the almost extinct pond terrapin.

Another interesting natural sight is 
the black limestone quarry on the 
slope of the Lesno Brdo hill, part 
of which has been designated as a 
natural monument. Over 25 different 
fossilized species, mainly molluscs, can 
be observed between layers of marl. To 
enjoy views of the area, visit the Planina 
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Ivan Cankar Memorial House

hill’s viewing tower, renovated in 2008. 
Visitors on their way to the top of 
Planina can take a rest in Stari Maln, the 
site of an artificial bathing area and a 
picnic spot. Not far away is the Lintvern 
spring.

The institution in charge of the 
promotion of local sports, culture and 
tourism is the Ivan Cankar Bureau of 
Culture, Sports and Tourism, and the 
area’s main cultural venue the Cankarjev 
dom cultural centre in Vrhnika (www.
zavod-cankar.si).

The Ivan Cankar Bureau runs a year-
round programme of tourist, ethnology-
based, trade, sports and cultural events, 
the most popular being Cankar Days, 
held from the end of April to the second 
half of May, Argonaut Days, held at 
the end of June and culminating in the 
Night in Vrhnika entertainment event, 
and the vibrant Summer in Vrhnika 
children’s festival.

The Vrhnika area offers plenty of 
opportunities for hiking, cycling and 
exploring unique natural sights. You can 
either explore on your own or follow 
one of the area’s well-trodden tourist 
trails, such as the Cankar Memorial Trail, 
the Podlipa – A Mysterious Village trail, 
the Mysterious Ljubljanica – A River of 
Seven Names trail, the Vrhnika Courier 
Mountain Trail, the K1 Cycling Trail, and 
several others.

Tourist information can be obtained 
from the Vrhnika Tourist Information 
Centre (T: +386 (0)1 755 10 54; tic@
zavod-cankar.si).

The town of Vrhnika and its surrounding 
areas have plenty to offer to ramblers 
seeking culinary delights. Good places 
to eat in Vrhnika include the Hotel 
Mantova (www.mantova.si), the Gostilna 

Mostiček, which serves Leskovac-style 
grilled dishes, the Turšič traditional 
‘gostilna’ restaurant, the Boter ‘gostilna’ 
and pizza restaurant (www.boter-sp.
si) and the Park coffee and cake house. 
Best-known restaurants in Vrhnika’s 
surrounding area include the Kranjc 
‘gostilna’ restaurant in the village 
of Hrib, the Nibi ‘gostilna’ and pizza 
restaurant and the Bajc guest house 
in the village of Sinja Gorica (www.
gostilna-bajc.si), and the century-old 
traditional ‘gostilna’ restaurant Jurca 
next to historical Kovter Watermill in 
the village of Podlipa, which serves 
traditional Slovenian dishes, winter pork 
foods and home-made dry-cured meat 
products and is famous for its rotating 
table. Most of the area’s restaurants, 
described in a leaflet published by 
the Ivan Cankar Bureau, serve boiled 
‘štruklji’ rolls with prunes, a popular 
local speciality.

A place to eat deserving a special 
mention is the Na Kurenu tourist 
farm, which is included in Gurman’s 
Best Restaurants in Slovenia list and 
is famous for its dishes prepared in a 
wood-fired oven, such as roast beef, 
pork and lamb, roast knuckle of pork, 
roast suckling pig, apple strudel and, 
seasonally, boletus mushroom dishes (T: 
+386 (0)41 350 670).
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Log–Dragomer

www.log-dragomer.si

www.gostilna-ponvica.si
www.tc-center.si
www.tc-center.si/
restavracija-toscana

The Municipality of Log–Dragomer lies 
along the old Ljubljana to Koper main road, 
surrounded by the Polhov Gradec Hills on 
the north and the vast flat expanses of 
the Ljubljana Moors, bounded by the river 
Ljubljanica, on the south.

One of the recent monuments in the area, 
which has a long history, is a historical 
marker commemorating the 1991 Slovenian 
Independence War. The marker, attached to 
the façade of the Dobčnik family’s house 
in the village of Dragomer, where classified 
information was kept during the war, was 
unveiled by the Sever Ljubljana Veteran 
Policemen’s Association to mark the 20th 
anniversary of independence.

The area’s unspoilt countryside offers 
ample opportunities for hiking, cycling and 
photographic exploration of nature.

One of the area’s special attractions is the Log 
Sports Park, where Slovenia’s largest outdoor 
bouldering wall was built in 2008. The wall has 
over 2,000 holds of various shapes and colours, 
perfect for setting climbing problems of varying 
degrees of difficulty. Each year, the sports park 
hosts a competition as part of the national 
bouldering championship. Non-club members 
are welcome throughout the opening hours. 
Organized groups can also visit at other times, 
by appointment with the person in charge of 
the boulder. Seasonal tickets are available from 
the Mosquitos bar next to the boulder. In May 
2011, the Log Sports Park hosted a Bouldering 
World Cup competition and won high marks 
from the International Federation of Sport 
Climbing (IFSC).

For culinary delights, visit the traditional 
‘gostilna’ and pizza restaurant Ponvica, open 
daily throughout the year. Its menu includes 
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Church of St. Lawrence in Dragomer

Ljubljana Moors

grilled dishes, seafood dishes, 
steaks from specially selected beef, 
salads and a choice of desserts 
from the in-house cake shop (www.
gostilna-ponvica.si).

Delicious pizzas and salads are also 
served by the renowned Siciliana 
pizza restaurant, which carries 
on the hospitality tradition of the 
former Rusova gostilna restaurant.

Another choice is the ‘gostilna’ 
restaurant Toscana, located at 
Dragomer’s new TC CENTER 
sports centre, which runs a varied 
programme of sports activities 
(www.tc-center.si, www.tc-center.si/
restavracija-toscana).
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Brezovica

www.brezovica.si
 
www.kaval-group.si
www.rakitna.si
www.svz-si.eu/sl/Pri_
Zahostniku
www.pr-kopac.com
www.gostlnazgornjikirn.si
www.pripoku.com
www.pikniki.net

The Municipality of Brezovica lies in the central 
part of the Ljubljana Moors and the Ljubljanica 
river basin.

The area is partially covered by pine and spruce 
karst forests, which contribute to the healthy 
climate in the area of the Rakitna Plateau 
and its lake. A special attraction of the local 
coniferous forests is the so called ‘Brinar Fir’. 
Being the only silver fir of its kind in Slovenia, it 
has been designated a natural monument. The 
area provides habitat for the brown bear, so a 
bit of caution is advisable while you ramble in 
the local forests and along solitary trails.

Near the village of Podpeč you will find 
Slovenia’s deepest karst lake, Lake Podpeč, and 
the Gostilna Jezero restaurant next to it (www.
kaval-group.si). The lake is home to beautiful 
white water lilies, admired by bathers in the 
summer, and numerous fish species, which 
make it a popular spot for anglers. The nearby 
Podpeč Quarry is famous for providing black 
limestone, which has been dug since Roman 
times and was popular with the architect Jože 
Plečnik, who used it in the building of the 
inner staircase of the National and University 
Library in Ljubljana. In Podpeč you can visit 
the Pristava picnic area, a popular centre for 
land, air and water activities. A popular spot 
for hikers is the Sv. Ana hill with a church 
at the top, which offers wide views of the 
Ljubljana Moors. The area’s tourism offerings 
include activities on the river Ljubljanica, which 
is navigable between Podpeč and Ljubljana. 
Another place well worth visiting is Goriški 
mah, the largest and best preserved primary 
raised bog in the Ljubljana Moors, located in the 
vicinity of the village of Goričica pod Krimom.

In the heart of a large forested karst plateau, 
800 metres above sea level, lies the dispersed 
village and holiday resort of Rakitna. 
Favourable bioclimatic conditions, due to the 
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Rakitna

mixing of Mediterranean and Alpine 
air masses, make Rakitna one of the 
healthiest places in Slovenia’s low 
mountains. In winter, the area is criss-
crossed by cross-country ski trails and 
the local lake turns into an ice-skating 
rink. One of the area’s recent gains is 
the Hotel Rakitna (www.rakitna.si).

If you want to explore the flat local 
moors and low hilly areas on foot or 
by bicycle, follow the safe recreational 
paths named after the famous 
Slovenian herbalist Simon Ašič. The 
so called Ašič Trails, waymarked with 
yellow and green signs, lead along 
bridle paths and provide shortcuts 
between towns and villages in the 
entire Central Slovenia. Those with a 
penchant for steeper ascents may want 
to follow the mountain trail leading 
from the villages of Preserje and 
Rakitna to the top of Krim.

Visitors to the Brezovica area can 
choose from a variety of different 
activities, from paraglider, hot-air 
balloon and light aircraft flights to 
horse and carriage rides, horseback 
riding and boat rides along the river 
Ljubljanica. Cyclists can take a ride 
along the 23-kilometre cycle path 
leading from Ljubljana through the 
villages of Brezovica, Podpeč and 
Bistra to the town of Vrhnika. Those 
wanting to play basketball, seven-
a-side football, pétanque, tennis or 
sand volleyball will be welcomed at 
the Jama Sports Park in the village of 
Notranje Gorice.

An important part of the Brezovica 
area’s cultural heritage is the Parish 
Church of St. Vitus in the village 
of Preserje. Those interested in 
architecture will definitely enjoy a walk 
past the Kobi Villa in the village of 
Jezero.

A special experience for garden lovers 
is a visit to the Pri Zahostniku garden 
in the village of Vnanje Gorice (www.
svz-si.eu/sl/Pri_Zahostniku).

In the municipality of Brezovica you 
certainly won’t go hungry. A good 
place to eat is Pr’ Kopač, whose history 
as a family-run ‘gostilna’ restaurant 
goes back to 1848. It is best known for 
its breaded and fried chicken, stuffed 
veal breast, various stews, and blood 
sausages with sauerkraut (www.pr-
kopac.com).

Another well known family-run 
‘gostilna’ is Zgornji Kirn in the village 
of Kamnik pod Krimom, which has 
a half-century history of serving 
excellent veal, foal, kid goat and 
lamb dishes, traditional winter pork 
foods and delicious desserts such as 
strudel with a choice of fillings, apricot 
dumplings and chocolate cassata 
(www.gostilnazgornjikirn.si).

Gurman’s Best Restaurants in Slovenia 
list includes the Pri Poku slow food 
‘gostilna’ restaurant in the village of 
Brezovica, whose history goes back to 
1793. Most of the dishes are prepared 
using local ingredients and traditional 
recipes with a modern twist (www.
pripoku.com).
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Horjul

www.horjul.si

The Municipality of Horjul lies in the scenic 
Horjul Valley, where the Alpine landscape gives 
way to the Dinaric karst. The valley is watered 
by the Horjulščica stream and surrounded by 
hills and steep dolomite slopes riddled with 
karst caves.

Amidst scenic natural surroundings you can 
find a number of cultural sights. In the village 
of Horjul you can visit a Baroque church of St. 
Margaret, adorned with murals by the painter 
Janez Šubic, a cemetery designed by the 
architect Jože Plečnik, and a 1923 Pietà relief 
by the sculptor France Kralj.

In the village of Samotorica stands a beautiful 
Renaissance church of St. Michael, well known 
for its interesting ceiling and 16th century 
frescoes.

In the village of Vrzdenec you can visit a 13th 
century church of St. Cantian, decorated 
with the oldest surviving frescoes in Slovenia. 
Not far away is the Železnik Homestead, well 
known for housing an accordion workshop and 
a so called ‘black kitchen’ with an open fire. 
Another place to see is the Rožman Zoo Park.

The Church of St. Ulric between the villages 
of Zaklanec and Podolnica is surrounded by a 
medieval defensive wall with two towers. It is 
depicted on the municipal coat of arms. Not 
far away from the church is an ethnographic 
museum located in a barn. The museum 
displays a collection of items related to 
traditional farm tools, chores and garments.

The cultural and tourist life in Horjul is centred 
in the village’s nicely landscaped main square.

Horjul and its surrounding areas also offer 
opportunities for recreational activities. In 
winter, skiing enthusiasts can visit the Žažar ski 
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Koreno nad Horjulom

Church of St. Ulric in Podolnica

resort. The Horjul Sports Park 
offers an outdoor basketball 
court, a pétanque pitch 
and an indoor inline hockey 
arena. Due to its diversity, the 
village’s entire surrounding 
area is suitable for mountain 
hiking and cycling trips. 
Several lookout points, such 
as Kožljek (788m), Koreno 
(729m) and Gradišče (547m), 
offer beautiful views of the 
Ljubljana Moors on one side 
and the Julian and Kamnik–
Savinja Alps on the other.

The area has plenty to offer 
to those wanting to taste 
traditional Slovenian fare. 
Particularly attractive are the 
tourist farms in the area of 
the villages of Koreno nad 
Horjulom and Samotorica, 

which serve excellent traditional dishes such as 
‘žganci’ (a lumpy dish of boiled flour, shredded 
and sprinkled with melted fat), ‘špehovka’ (a 
variety of the ‘potica’ roll with crackling filling), 
dry-cured sausages and salami, smoked bacon, 
and apple strudel made using locally grown 
apples – a perfect treat after a long day of 
outdoor activities.
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Dvor pri Polhovem Gradcu

Polhov Gradec Mansion
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Dobrova–Polhov Gradec

www.dobrova-
polhovgradec.si

www.grad-polhovgradec.si
www.tms.si
www.boznar.si

The Municipality of Dobrova–Polhov Gradec 
lies in the heart of the Polhov Gradec Hills, 
which stretch well into the Ljubljana basin. The 
area has numerous archaeological, historical, 
ethnological and natural sights.

The centre of the municipality is the village 
of Polhov Gradec, nestled at the food of a hill 
referred to as Calvary. Its major attraction is 
the Renaissance Polhov Gradec Mansion with 
its park, century-old linden tree, Neptune’s 
fountain, tower with a clock, and courtyard 
with a Baroque entrance portal. The mansion 
houses the Local Museum and its collection 
on the history of life in the area, which goes 
back to pre-antiquity. In the early 19th century, 
the mansion was owned by Count Richard 
Ursini von Blagay, who discovered a previously 
unknown flowering shrub species later named 
Daphne blagayana in his honour (www.grad-
polhovgradec.si).

On Fridays, Count Blagay and his lovely wife 
Antonia welcome you to join them at a tea party 
at the mansion’s salon, where sweet delights 
are served along with delicious local herbal 
tea. Prior appointment is required (www.grad-
polhovgradec.si).

The Polhov Gradec Mansion also houses the 
Museum of Post and Telecommunications 
(www.tms.si) and is a Wi-Fi hot spot offering 
visitors modern communication in historical 
surroundings. The mansion is also a perfect 
location to say ‘I do’ and have a romantic 
wedding reception.

Not far away from the Polhov Gradec Mansion 
is the village of Dvor, where you can visit the 
Church of St. Peter, one of the most magnificent 
late Gothic churches in Slovenia, whose 
treasures include six golden altars, two paintings 
by Valentin Metzinger, and several statues made 
by the Facijs, a local family of engravers. The 
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Neptune Fountain next to the Polhov Gradec Mansion

church’s coffered ceiling, dating from 1577, bears 
the oldest known public inscription in Slovenian.

Polhov Gradec, the centre of the Polhov Gradec 
Dolomites Nature Park, is the starting point for 
several hiking routes leading to nearby cultural 
and natural sights, which you can visit either on 
your own or in the company of a guide. Those 
with little experience may want to climb the 
Mali vrh hill or the scenic Polhograjska Gora 
(824m) with a church of St. Lawrence at its top, 
which is not only a popular hiking destination 
and a scenic backdrop for the village of Polhov 
Gradec, but also boasts a number of botanical 
and historical attractions. The same goes for 
the nearby Grmada, Tošč and Sv. Jakob hills. 
To the west, the round-topped Črni vrh with 
a church of St. Leonard at its top rises high 
above the valley, and behind it the even higher 
Pasja ravan hill (1,020m), once considered to 
be the highest peak in the Polhov Gradec Hills. 
From there, views open out to reveal the area 
of the town of Škofja Loka, located on the other 
side of the hills. On your way, you can make a 
stop at several welcoming tourist farms, some 
offering locally grown fruits and vegetables and 
homemade delicacies for purchase.

Another choice is the so called Bundle of 
Delights of Count Blagay’s Land, a mouth-
watering meal of sausage, home-made bread, 
goat’s milk cheese, and chocolate with bee 
pollen neatly bundled up in a nice piece of fabric 
and ready to be taken on a hike. The delights 
included in the bundle, all produced locally 
using traditional methods, can also be a perfect 
lunch solution for groups on a bus trip to the 
area or great catering food at an event held in a 
location of your choice. (Information and orders: 
www.boznar.si.)

The bulk of the municipality’s culinary offerings 
are marketed under the brand name The 
Delights of Count Blagay’s Land. They are 
available from local farms, beekeepers, cheese 
makers, catering outlets, and tourist farms, 
as well as the farmers’ market in front of the 
Interspar Vič supermarket in Ljubljana.
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Neptune Fountain next to the Polhov Gradec Mansion
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Aerial view of Ljubljana

The fountain in the Novi trg square, next to the Zlata ladjica café 
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Ljubljana

www.visitljubljana.com

www.cd-cc.si
www.mglc.si
www.mnzs.si
www.botanicni-vrt.si
www.narmuz-lj.si
www.exodos.si
www.drugagodba.si
www.ljubljanafestival.si
www.knjiznicapodkrosnjami.si
www.liffe.si
www.souhostel.com
www.kinosiska.si
www.cvetlicarna.info
www.sport-ljubljana.si
www.visitljubljana.com/en/
activities/eating-out
www.nagradu.si
www.evino.si
www.bicikelj.si

Both the residents and visitors will agree 
that Ljubljana is a city made to the measure 
of man. Despite being a mid-sized European 
city, it has managed to preserve its small-
town friendliness while at the same time 
offering all the facilities of large capitals. 
During winter, it is Ljubljana’s dreamy Central 
European character that stands out, and 
during summer its relaxed Mediterranean 
feel. The city’s symbol is the Dragon 
of Ljubljana, which is also part of the 
legend about the Argonauts. In terms of 
architecture, Ljubljana is a fusion of Baroque, 
Art Nouveau and modern architecture. Its 
great architects include Jože Plečnik, Maks 
Fabiani, Ivan Vurnik, Edvard Ravnikar and 
Edo Mihevc, the latter two the originators of 
modernism in Slovenian architecture. Despite 
being renowned for its cultural heritage and 
tradition, Ljubljana is a relatively young city 
in terms of population age. It is also one of 
the safest cities in the world, topping the 
Reader’s Digest 2008 list of the world’s most 
honest cities.

Ljubljana through time
The oldest part of Ljubljana city centre, 
consisting of the Mestni trg, Stari trg and 
Gornji trg squares, dates back to the Middle 
Ages. The Mestni trg square is the site of the 
15th century Town Hall building, which is full 
of reminiscences of the city’s history. The 
square in front of the building is decorated 
by a replica of the Fountain of Three 
Carniolan Rivers by the Baroque sculptor 
Francesco Robba, while the original fountain 
is kept at the National Gallery. Right next to 
where the Mestni trg square blends into the 
Stari trg square stands the Cobblers’ Bridge, 
named after the cobblers’ workshops which 
used to occupy it in the past. The bridge 
was renovated as a square above water by 
Ljubljana’s famous architect Jože Plečnik.
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The Stari trg square was the oldest 
part of medieval Ljubljana, but 
almost all of its present buildings 
date to the Baroque period. 
Particularly worth viewing is the 
three-storey Schweiger House, which 
boasts one of the most beautiful 
late Baroque façades in Ljubljana. 
At the end of the square stands 
the Hercules Fountain. The nearby 
Gornji trg square, whose central part 
is dominated by the Church of St. 
Florian, used to be the location of 
one of the town gates of medieval 
Ljubljana. Cross St. James’s Bridge 
and take a walk along the Breg 
embankment. The most important 
building there is Zois Palace, once 
the home of Baron Žiga Zois, the 
central figure of the Enlightenment 
movement in Slovenia and a famous 
patron of arts. Your walk along the 
embankment brings you to the 
Novi trg square, dominated by the 
Slovenian Academy of Sciences and 
Arts. In its immediate vicinity stands 
the beautiful National and University 
Library, constructed between 1935 
and 1940 to designs by Jože Plečnik. 
The library holds numerous historical 
manuscripts and prints, as well as 
copies of all publications published in 
Slovenia.

Just a few steps from the library is 
the Trg francoske revolucije square, 
whose most important building 
is the Križanke Summer Theatre, 
whose history goes back to the 
13th century, when it was built as a 
monastery complex owned by the 
Order of Teutonic Knights. The entire 
complex, renovated in the 1950s by 
Jože Plečnik, is now mainly used as 
a venue for events organized by the 
Festival Ljubljana event management 
company.

The lower end of the square is 
dominated by Auersperg Palace, 
once owned by the House of 
Auersperg, dukes of Carniola, and 
now occupied by the City Museum 
of Ljubljana. In the centre of the 
square stands a monument to 
the Napoleonic Empire’s Illyrian 
Provinces (1809–1813). Continue 
along the Vegova ulica street, once 
the course of Ljubljana’s medieval 
town wall (part of which is the 
surviving tower near the end of the 
street) and the town wall of the 
Roman city of Emona. This street too 
was landscaped by Jože Plečnik.

Vegova ulica leads to the Kongresni 
trg square, named after the 1821 
Congress of Laibach, the official 
ending of the Napoleonic Wars. The 
square has recently been renovated 
in a style reminiscent of Jože Plečnik, 
and a parking garage has been built 
underneath it to provide parking 
space for those visiting the vibrant 
pedestrianized city centre to get 
together with friends or simply take 
a walk. One end of the square is 
lined by the University of Ljubljana 
building, formerly the home and 
office of provincial governor 
deputies. Next to it stands the home 
of the Slovenian Philharmonic, 
the successor of the Academia 
Philharmonicorum, one of the world’s 
oldest musical institutions of its 
kind, founded in 1701. In the square’s 
park, called Zvezda, you can see a 
replica of The Emonan, a Roman 
statue excavated in 1836 during the 
construction of the classical Kazina 
building, and other archaeological 
remains of the Roman city of Emona, 
discovered during the construction 
of the parking garage.
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The square’s prominent buildings 
also include the Ursuline Monastery 
and the Church of the Holy Trinity, 
two of the most beautiful examples 
of Baroque architecture in Ljubljana. 
The church’s huge main altar is a 
work by Francesco Robba. In front 
of the church stands The Column of 
the Holy Trinity, erected in 1693 as 
a thanks offering for the city having 
been spared from the plague. Not far 
away from the church is the building 
housing the Slovenian National 
Drama Theatre of Ljubljana, one of 
the country’s major theatres, and just 
a few steps from there Ljubljana’s 
largest square, Trg republike, 
designed by the architect Edvard 
Ravnikar. The square is the site of a 
monument to the National Liberation 
Front, the Parliament building, 
and the Tomb of National Heroes. 
The square’s vast central area, 

intended for public gatherings, is 
where Slovenian independence was 
announced on 25 June 1991. Other 
buildings rising from the square 
notably include the Cankarjev dom 
cultural and congress centre (www.
cd-cc.si) and the Ljubljanska banka 
and TR3 office buildings. Not far 
away is the vast Tivoli Park.

The green Ljubljana
Tivoli Park, Ljubljana’s largest 
park, stretches right into the city 
centre. Its Jakopič Promenade, 
which provides space for the city’s 
largest outdoor gallery, takes you 
to the Tivoli Mansion, home to the 
International Centre of Graphic Arts 
(www.mglc.si). From there, a path 
leading to the right takes you to the 
Cekin Mansion, which houses the 
National Museum of Contemporary 
History (www.mnzs.si). On the edge 

Tivoli Park
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Boats on the river Ljubljanica

Trnovsko nabrežje embankment

of the park stands the Tivoli Sports and 
Recreational Centre. To the left of the 
Jakopič Promenade you will find the Tivoli 
Glasshouse, standing next to a fish pond. 
From there you can continue towards 
the Ljubljana Zoo, which exhibits the 
native fauna of Slovenia and a number of 
non-native amphibian, reptile, bird and 
mammal species. The Zoo is part of the 
Rožnik Nature Park, which covers an area 
of 19.6 hectares and has a network of 6.5 
kilometres of footpaths.

Rožnik is a low hill whose location and 
well maintained forest paths make it 
a popular destination for walkers and 
runners. It has two peaks: Šišenski hrib 
(429m) and the more visited Cankarjev 
vrh (394m). The latter was named after 
Ivan Cankar, one of the most appreciated 

Slovenian writers, who lived 
on a farm there between 1910 
and 1917. The farm, overlooked 
by St. Mary’s Visitation Church, 
was later converted for use 
as a restaurant. The meadow 
in front of the church is used 
as a venue for various events 
and celebrations, including 
the annual May Day bonfire 
celebration, held on 1 May.

At the foot of Rožnik lies the 
Koseze Pond. During the warm 
months it hosts model boat 
racing competitions and is a 
popular spot for fishermen. In 
winter it turns into a natural 
ice-skating rink. It is home to 
numerous ducks and swans.

Ljubljana is surrounded by 
the Path of Remembrance 
and Comradeship, a well 
maintained 34-kilometre gravel 
path running along the course 
of the barbed-wire fence that 
surrounded Ljubljana during 
the Second World War to 
prevent contacts between 
the city and its hinterland. 
The path leads through both 
residential and non-residential 
areas. It is flanked by lines of 
trees planted in memory of 
Tito, the late president of the 
former Yugoslavia. At all times 
of the year, the path is ideal for 
walking and running. Each year 
on 9 May, a red-letter day in the 
history of Ljubljana marking the 
city’s liberation from the Second 
World War Nazi occupation, 
the path hosts the Recreational 
March around Ljubljana.

The Ljubljana Botanic Garden, 
founded in 1810, is recognized 
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as Slovenia’s oldest running cultural, 
scientific and educational institution. 
It contains more than 4,500 plant 
species, subspecies and varieties, a 
third of which are native to Slovenia, 
while the rest were introduced from 
various parts of Europe and other 
continents. One of its most valued 
treasures is Fleischmann’s parsnip, an 
endemic Slovenian species extinct in 
the wild (www.botanicni-vrt.si).

Ljubljana water route
The river Ljubljanica, which flows 
through the centre of Ljubljana, is 
often poetically referred to as ‘The 
River of Seven Names’ as it is the 
continuation of a now surface, now 
underground karst stream flowing 
from the Notranjska region under 
several different names: Trbuhovica, 
Obrh, Stržen, Rak, Pivka, Unica 
and, finally, Ljubljanica. The river 
provides habitat for numerous fish 
species and the riverside areas 
for around 45 different mammal 
species, including the nutria and the 
endangered European otter. In the 
centre of Ljubljana you can embark 
on a tourist boat cruise which takes 
you under the city’s famous bridges 
to the Ljubljana Botanic Garden and 
beyond.

2000 years of the Roman city 
of Emona
In 2014, Ljubljana celebrated the 
2000th anniversary of Emona, 
a Roman city on the site of the 
present-day Ljubljana. Apart from 
a City Museum of Ljubljana and 
a National Museum of Slovenia 
exhibition on the theme of Roman 
history, visitors to Ljubljana can view 
two archaeological parks (Emona 
House and Early Christian Centre), 
the surviving part of the Roman city 
walls in the Mirje area of Ljubljana, 

an interactive presentation titled 
iEmona, and a number of Roman 
remains scattered around the city. 
They can put on Roman robes and 
explore the traces of Roman history 
in the city’s streets and squares in 
the company of a professional guide 
and a Roman legionary. Evening 
tours are held by torchlight.

The Moors – a green face 
of Ljubljana
On the edge of Ljubljana lie the 
Ljubljana Moors, crossed by the 
lazy river Ljubljanica and accessible 
on foot, by bicycle or public bus 
service. The area is so rich in 
history, archaeological heritage, 
unique ethnological features and 
natural beauty that it is definitely 
a good choice for a short escape 
from the urban environment of 
Ljubljana. Offering a combination of 
natural and cultural landscape and 
providing an unspoilt habitat for a 
large number of plant and animal 
species rare elsewhere in Europe, it 
is a paradise for patient observers of 
nature equipped with cameras.

The Ljubljana Moors are an 
archaeological site where the 
remains of 23 pile dwellings were 
found, along with countless small 
objects piecing together the mosaic 
of prehistoric pile dwellers’ life. 
The objects found include ceramic 
vessels, tools made from bones 
and horns, various copper objects, 
dugout canoes and – the most 
treasured find – the wooden wheel 
and axle of a two-wheel chariot 
dating back 5,500 years. All the finds 
are on view at the City Museum of 
Ljubljana and the National Museum 
of Slovenia (www.narmuz-lj.si).
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Prešernov trg square and Triple Bridge

The common snowdrop of 
Ljubljana
In early spring, when the snow is still 
melting, the city’s gardens and parks, 
its surrounding hills, the Ljubljana 
Moors and the banks of the river 
Sava are covered by a sea of white 
common snowdrops. These bluish-
green and white flowers, botanically 
named Galanthus nivalis ‘Ljubljana’, 
are described in the book Botanic 
Gardens: A Living History, published 
by the Black Dog Publishing Limited 
in London in 2007. The book 
presents the world’s most important 
botanical gardens, including the 
Ljubljana Botanic Garden.

The heart of Ljubljana
The Prešernov trg square, located 
right in the heart of Ljubljana, is 
named after the greatest Slovenian 
poet, France Prešeren, whose 

monument adorns the centre of the 
square. The square’s most majestic 
building, housing the Franciscan 
Church of the Annunciation and a 
monastery, is a beautiful example of 
Early Baroque architecture.

The Triple Bridge, a unique 
architectural gem of Ljubljana 
located in the immediate vicinity of 
the church, was built between 1929 
and 1932, when two side bridges 
intended for pedestrians were 
added to the original stone bridge 
to a design by the architect Jože 
Plečnik. Most of the nearby Vodnikov 
trg square is occupied by the 
picturesque Central Market, designed 
by Jože Plečnik in the 1930s. Apart 
from fruits, vegetables, fish, herbs 
and flowers, the market sells almost 
any kind of food, including Slovenian 
specialities such as prosciutto 
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Kongresni trg square Cooperative Bank building

and the ‘potica’ roll. The market’s 
numerous catering outlets offer 
delicious freshly prepared snacks, 
including crisp-fried fish.

Where Jože Plečnik left a gap in 
the Central Market’s colonnade to 
provide space for a bridge now 
stands one of Ljubljana’s most 
recently built bridges, the Butchers’ 
Bridge. The bridge is particularly 
remarkable for Jakov Brdar’s small 
bronze sculptures of shellfish and 
frogs, several large, dramatic statues 
by the same sculptor, and padlocks 
with love messages adorning the 
balustrade.

On one end, the market square is 
lined by the Baroque Cathedral of 
St. Nicholas, whose interior owes 
its special charm to frescoes by 
Giulio Quaglio. The unique relief on 

the cathedral’s main entrance door 
depicts the history of Christianity 
in Slovenia, and the relief on the 
side entrance door portraits of 
Bishops of Ljubljana. Next to the 
cathedral, the Seminary Palace 
houses a unique Baroque seminary 
library. On the other side of the 
market square stands the Dragon 
Bridge, Ljubljana’s first important Art 
Nouveau creation, built in 1901. The 
market square blends into the Krekov 
trg square, whose main attraction 
is the Ljubljana Puppet Theatre’s 
interesting roof turret with a clock 
out of which Martin Krpan, one of the 
most famous fictional characters in 
Slovenian literature, comes at the top 
of every hour along with his good old 
mare. Next to the theatre building is 
the lower platform of the funicular 
railway connecting the city centre 
with Ljubljana Castle.
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Cankarjev dom

Library under Trees

Slovenian Philharmonic

Ljubljana Castle, the city’s most 
prominent landmark, is a popular 
tourist attraction and a picturesque 
event venue adding to the city’s 
vibrancy. The castle’s permanent 
collection of items related to 
Slovenian history, its Outlook Tower, 
which affords the most beautiful 
views of the city and its surrounding 
areas, and its Virtual Museum, which 
offers an opportunity to travel 
through the city’s history, are open 
for non-guided visits. The castle is 

accessible by funicular railway, tourist 
road train or on foot via several well 
maintained walking paths. In the 
castle’s courtyard you will find a 
traditional ‘gostilna’ restaurant called 
Na gradu, which will charm you with 
its excellent choice of Slovenian 
Alpine, Pannonian and Mediterranean 
cuisine, epitomized by desserts 
such as the ‘kremšnita’ cream cake 
from the Alpine lake resort of Bled, 
the ‘gibanica’ layer cake from the 
Pannonian region of Prekmurje, and 
the ‘štruklji’ rolls from the town of 
Kobarid (www.nagradu.si). Another 
restaurant, Restavracija Strelec, is 
housed in the castle’s picturesque 
Archers’ Tower. Combining the best 
of the past and present, it offers a 
first-class experience of Slovenian 
cuisine in an authentic historical 
ambience.

Ljubljana – a city of culture
Ljubljana is a city of culture. It 
is home to numerous theatres, 
museums, galleries and one of the 
world’s oldest philharmonic societies.

For the residents of Ljubljana, 
culture is a way of life. Each year, 
the city hosts more than 10,000 
cultural events featuring artists of 
all disciplines, from world-class 
musicians, theatre artists and fine 
artists to alternative and avant-garde 
artists thrilling the locals and visitors 
alike.
Each year in April, various venues in 
Ljubljana host the Exodos festival, 
which brings together contemporary 
dance and theatre artists from 
around the world (www.exodos.si).

A major event adding to the city’s 
vibrancy in May is Druga godba, 
one of the country’s longest running 
international music festivals, which 
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Dragon Bridge

has, since the 1980s, been bringing 
to Ljubljana the biggest and most 
sought-after new names in world and 
alternative music (www.drugagodba.
si).

The signature cultural events of 
the summer include the June in 
Ljubljana and Summer in Ljubljana 
Old Town festivals. The latter, held 
from the beginning of June to the 
end of August, traditionally adds to 
the vibrancy of life in the city centre 
by presenting a programme of at 
least ten classical music concerts. 
It ends with a popular event titled 
Night in Ljubljana Old Town.

In the beginning of July, the streets 
and squares of Ljubljana turn into 
venues for the Ana Desetnica 
international street theatre festival, 
whose programme of events ranges 

from simple street theatre shows 
to multimedia spectacles including 
acting, live music and video 
screenings.
The second half of August sees the 
annual Young Lions international 
theatre and dance festival, which 
brings together performing groups 
and solo artists remarkable for 
their unique creative approaches to 
theatre and dance.

Throughout the summer, the 
Križanke Summer Theatre serves 
as one of the main venues for the 
Ljubljana Festival. The festival, which 
represents the pinnacle of what the 
Slovenian capital has to offer in terms 
of culture and art, presents a wide 
and varied programme of music, 
theatre, opera and ballet, featuring a 
line-up of renowned artists, including 
some of the world’s most prestigious 
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Stožice Sports Park Arena

Concert at Kino Šiška

names in music and performing arts 
(www.ljubljanafestival.si).

For several summers now, the 
Library under Trees project has 
been run at several outdoor 
locations in Ljubljana. The choice of 
books available from the outdoor 
libraries, visited by people of 
various ages and interests, varies 
depending on location. The library 
at Ljubljana Castle, where there 
are a lot of tourists, offers more 
foreign language publications, the 
library at the Petkovškovo nabrežje 
embankment more newspapers 
and foreign magazines, and the 
library in Tabor Park more reading 
for senior citizens. Admission is 
free and comfort is assured (www.
knjiznicapodkrosnjami.si).

Since 1990, Ljubljana has been 
hosting the two-week LIFFe 
international film festival, the largest 
film festival in Slovenia. The festival, 
held in November at several different 

locations, including the Cankarjev 
dom cultural and congress centre, 
mainly features the lesser known 
national cinemas that rarely find their 
way into cinema theatres (www.liffe.
si).

Nightlife
To get a feel of Ljubljana’s nightlife, 
visit the Metelkova mesto alternative 
culture centre, which has made a 
name for itself, both in Slovenia 
and internationally, as a vibrant 
independent centre of arts and 
crafts, political activity, and cultural 
production in the fields of music, 
theatre, fine arts, comic book art, 
video art, etc. This important centre 
of alternative culture hosts concerts, 
club nights, lectures and other events 
featuring artists from around the 
world on a daily basis. One of the 
centre’s former barracks buildings, 
once a military prison, is occupied by 
Hostel Celica, which tops the Lonely 
Planet’s ‘Hippest Hostel’ list and is 
included in the Rough Guides’ ‘Top 
25 Ultimate Places to Stay’ list (www.
souhostel.com).

Less than three kilometres from the 
city centre you will find the Kino 
Šiška Centre for Urban Culture. 
Running an exciting programme of 
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Ljubljana Central Market

concerts of alternative pop, rock, 
hip-hop, heavy metal, punk, indie, 
avant-garde electronic, jazz and 
modern classical music accompanied 
by a fresh and original programme 
of exhibitions, Kino Šiška is a must-
visit for any music enthusiast (www.
kinosiska.si).

Cvetličarna is one of Ljubljana’s 
major mid-sized concert venues. 
Occasionally it hosts concert by 
world renowned pop and rock artists 
who make a stop in Ljubljana on their 
tours. Apart from club events and 
concerts, it hosts stand-up comedy 
shows and other events. An open-air 
day bar is located outside the club 
(www.cvetlicarna.info).

Large entertainment, cultural and 
sporting events are held at the 
Stožice Sports Park Arena, which 
can accommodate more than 12,000 
people (www.sport-ljubljana.si).

A shopping city
In Ljubljana you can find a good 
choice of shops and special offers 
throughout the year. Apart from 
visiting large suburban shopping 
centres, you are recommended 
to experience shopping in small, 
centrally located boutique shops, 

where you can get products from 
renowned international brands, 
original souvenirs and gift items, 
interesting creations from Slovenian 
fashion designers, remarkable fine 
art pieces and much more. The most 
prestigious shopping area is the 
lower end of the Miklošičeva cesta 
street, with several shops operating 
under franchise. The widest choice of 
products, however, is available at BTC 
City, Rudnik Shopping Centre and 
other shopping arcades. Great places 
for shopping are also flea and street 
markets, galleries and artists’ studios.

Centrally located small shops 
meeting high standards of quality 
in terms of choice on offer, service 
and facilities are marked by the 
Ljubljana Quality sign, awarded as 
part of the Ljubljana Quality project, 
which aims at identifying the city’s 
best restaurants and small city centre 
shops. A regularly updated list of 
shops meeting the Ljubljana Quality 
standards is available at the Visit 
Ljubljana website (www.visitljubljana.
com/en/activities/shopping/15922/
detail.html). 

Right next to the city centre’s main 
shopping area is the picturesque 
Ljubljana Central Market. The 
market, designed by the architect 
Jože Plečnik, is a place where the 
locals go not only for shopping, 
but also to meet friends and 
acquaintances and enjoy themselves 
together. On Fridays from mid-March 
to October, the Central Market hosts 
a street food market, which is a 
major attraction for both the locals 
and visitors. The food market, called 
Open Kitchen, offers an experience 
of the delights of freshly cooked 
food prepared by different Slovenian 
chefs right there on the market stalls.
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Culinary Ljubljana
Ljubljana can offer a lot in terms of 
gastronomic delights. It has a large number 
of excellent restaurants, cake shops, cafés, 
bars, wine shops and pubs. Its exciting 
range of Slovenian, Mediterranean, Balkan 
and other international cuisines, including 
Asian, is complemented with a fine choice 
of bottled and draft wines from Slovenia 
and other countries. A large number of 
catering outlets boast not only excellent food 
and drinks, but also extremely smart and 
attractive interiors.

Every two years, the restaurants across 
the wider city area are assessed as part 
of the Ljubljana Quality project, aimed at 
identifying Ljubljana’s best restaurants and 
small centrally located shops. Different types 
of food outlets, from fine dining restaurants 
to traditional ‘gostilnas’, are assessed 
by anonymous inspectors. According to 
the Ljubljana Quality Commission, the 
restaurants marked by the Ljubljana Quality 
sign offer not only the best food and service 
in Ljubljana, but also excellent facilities and 
outstanding ambience. A regularly updated 
list of restaurants meeting the Ljubljana 
Quality standards is available on the Visit 
Ljubljana website (www.visitljubljana.com/en/
activities/eating-out/15906/detail.html).  

Visitors to Ljubljana 
interested in exploring the 
city’s culinary tradition 
should try some of the 
delights included in the 
Dishes of Ljubljana Special 
Selection. The selection was 
compiled as part of the Taste 
Ljubljana project, which aims 
at reviving the popularity of 
some of the most delicious 
traditional dishes that 
have evolved in Ljubljana 
over centuries to suit the 
residents’ eating habits and 
tastes. 

One of the typical features 
of culinary art in Ljubljana 
has historically been the 
use of an amazing range 
of different ingredients, 
which is a reflection of 
the fact that Ljubljana 
lies at the crossroads of 
different worlds and culinary 
traditions, where influences 
from the Mediterranean mix 
with those from the Alpine 
lands and the Pannonian 
Plain. This diversity, along 
with a strong emphasis 
on the use of fresh, locally 
produced foods, continues to 
be one of the most notable 
characteristics of the city’s 
culinary offerings.

Some of the most typical 
dishes traditionally prepared 
in Ljubljana and served 
by a large number of the 
city’s restaurants as part of 
the Taste Ljubljana project 
include beef soup with 
noodles, oxtail with sage 
sauce and ‘pražen krompir’ 
(Slovenian-style sautéed 

Renowned Ljubljana’s chefs Igor Jagodic, 
Janez Bratovž and Andrej Kuhar
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potatoes), boiled beef tongue 
with horseradish sauce or egg 
sauce with chives, frog legs, 
Kranjska sausage, flying ‘žganci’ 
(breaded fried chicken drumsticks 
and wings), Ljubljana egg dish, 
boiled ‘štruklji’ rolls with different 
fillings, various kinds of baked 
‘Slovenian potica’ rolls, apple 
strudel, Ljubljana cake, Ljubljana 
cottage cheese pancakes with 
tarragon and several others. 
More information about the 
Taste Ljubljana project and 
the restaurants serving typical 
Ljubljana dishes as part of it is 
available on the Visit Ljubljana 
website (www.visitljubljana.com/
en/activities/eating-out/53869/
detail.html). 

Sweet delights
Ljubljana is an ideal place to 
satisfy sweet tooth cravings. 
The choice of baked goods and 
other sweet delights made using 
exclusively top-quality ingredients 
free from preservatives and 
artificial colours is growing larger 
every day.

The Viennese tradition of having 
a cake with a cup of coffee or tea 
is still being alive, so the city’s 
coffee and tea bars also serve 
cakes. 

When the sun comes out, 
countless ice-cream vendors open 
their stalls and entice passers-by 
with an endless choice of flavours 
that can easily compare to those 
in Italy. The centrally located 
Rustika offers delicious cakes, 
its own brand of chocolate and 
different flavours of ice cream, 
including unusual ones such as 
strawberry with balsamic vinegar. 

Some of the best cakes in town can be 
tasted at the Zvezda cake shops in the 
Kongresni trg square and at the Hotel 
Slon, where you can treat yourself to 
a great choice of different cakes and 
other sweet delights, including raw and 
vegan cakes, which go perfectly with a 
nice cup of coffee or tea. The Čokoladni 
atelje Dobnik chocolate shop at the 
Maxi underground shopping arcade sells 
Belgian and French-inspired chocolates, 
and the cake shop on the ground floor 
of the same building the famous Maxi 
slice, a delicious layer cake made to 
the same recipe for over 50 years. A 
stroll to the Trnovo area rewards you 
with melt-in-your-mouth fruit pies 
baked at the Viki cake shop, and a 
walk to the Šiška area’s Mihalek cake 
shop with mouth-watering traditional 
cakes, vegan delights and cakes made 
without flour. For a sweet treat, you 
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can also visit Ljubljana Castle’s cake 
shop, the cake shop on the roof 
terrace of the Nebotičnik building 
or Romeo, a riverside restaurant 
serving pancakes with a puzzlingly 
large choice of different fillings. A 
regularly updated list of Ljubljana 
Quality winners in the category of 
cake shops is available at the Visit 
Ljubljana website (www.visitljubljana.
com/en/activities/eating-out/15906/
detail.html).

Delicious house-made sweet 
treats are also served by the city’s 
restaurants. To taste traditional 
Ljubljana desserts such as Ljubljana 
cottage-cheese pancakes with 
tarragon, Ljubljana cake, apple 
strudel, and ‘Slovenian potica’ rolls 
with different fillings, go to the Visit 
Ljubljana website and browse the 
restaurants taking part in the Taste 
Ljubljana project.

Ljubljana, a City of Vine and 
Wine
Ljubljana, which has for centuries 
been the centre of Slovenia’s wine 
trade and whose present castle hill 
was planted with vineyards back in 
the time of the Roman city of Emona, 
proudly wears the international title 
of ‘City of Vine and Wine’.

Most of Ljubljana’s wine shops and 
bars are concentrated in the city 
centre. Vinoteka Movia, a wine 
shop located in the Town Hall 
building and run by the Kristančič 
winemaking family from the area 
of Goriška Brda, sets the highest 
standards of wine quality and 
responsible wine consumption. The 
largest choice of bottled wines are 
available at Dvorni bar, which also 
serves snacks. Vinoteka Dvor offers 
an excellent choice of wines from 

across Slovenia’s three wine-growing 
regions and recommends Picolit, 
Muscat Ottonel and Radgonska 
Penina as wines to go with sweets. 
eVino Bar at no. 53 Šmartinska cesta 
road offers over 600 different wines 
(at least 20 served per glass), which 
are available also from the website 
at www.evino.si. If you miss the wine 
shops’ opening hours, you can still 
choose from a wide and varied range 
of Slovenian wines available at the 
city’s large supermarkets, which are 
also open on Saturdays and Sundays.

Ljubljana hosts a number of wine-
themed events, including the 
Ljubljana Wine Route, which brings 
together winemakers and traditional 
food suppliers from around 
the country, the Summer Wine 
Pampering, held late in spring, and 
St. Martin’s Feast and the Slovenian 
Wine Festival, held in November.

Tourist information
Ljubljana can best be explored using 
the Ljubljana Card. Cardholders 
are entitled to free travel on city 
buses and a host of other benefits, 
including a free general city tour, 
free admission to museums, galleries, 
Ljubljana Castle and several other 
attractions, free bicycle hire, free 
internet access and much more. You 
can choose between one-day, two-
day and three-day cards, available 
from Ljubljana’s Tourist Information 
Centres and hotel receptions at €23, 
€30 and €35 respectively. If you 
purchase your card online at the Visit 
Ljubljana website (www.visitljubljana.
com), you can save 10% off the 
regular price. 

Those wanting to see Ljubljana from 
a bicycle can do so at a small cost 
24 hours, seven days a week as part 
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of the BicikeLJ self-service 
bicycle hire scheme. The 
BicikeLJ network consists of 
31 docking stations situated 
at a distance of 300 to 500 
metres between each other 
(www.bicikelj.si).

Ljubljana has two tourist 
information centres, one of 
them providing information 
about the entire country. The 
centres are located in the 
Stritarjeva ulica street and 
at no. 10 Krekov trg square 
respectively.

Information about everything 
that Ljubljana and its 
surrounding areas have to 
offer to visitors is available 
from the Visit Ljubljana 
website (www.visitljubljana.
com). The website is 
optimized for use on mobile 
devices and designed to 
show smartphone users 
their current location and 
nearby points of interest. 
The users of smartphones 
driven by the Android or the 
iOS mobile operating system 
can also obtain information 
about Ljubljana and the 
Central Slovenia region 
using the Visit Ljubljana and 
More mobile application. 
Visitors to the city centre 
of Ljubljana can use both 
the Visit Ljubljana website 
and the Visit Ljubljana and 
More mobile application 
(most of whose features are 
available offline) without 
worrying about roaming 
charges if they connect to 
the internet through the 
WiFree Ljubljana wireless 

network. The network allows visitors to the 
city centre to use free wireless internet for 
up to 60 minutes a day, while the holders of 
the Ljubljana Tourist Card can enjoy 24-hour 
free access to the WiFree Ljubljana network. 
Wireless access to the websites owned by 
the City Municipality of Ljubljana, including 
the Visit Ljubljana website, through the 
WiFree Ljubljana network is free for everyone 
for an unlimited period of time.
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From the Sava to the Kamniška Bistrica
A recommendation for a group bus tour including tips for individual travellers

A few tips for individual travellers
• Lake Zbilje is a pleasant destination 
also for individual travellers. Apart 
from treating yourself to culinary 
delights, you can hire a boat and go 
rowing.
• In the village of Vodice you can 
visit the renowned Jagodic pretzel 
bakery, where hard pretzels are baked 
using a famous 16th century recipe.
• On your way to the small town of 
Kamnik you can make a stopover in 
the village of Komenda, well known 
for its Church of St. Peter and, next 
to the church, a cemetery designed 
by Jože Plečnik. Not far away, in the 
hamlet of Podboršt, you can visit the 
Janez Lončar Pottery Museum.
•    On a hot day, do not miss the 
Terme Snovik thermal spa, where 
you can cool yourself down and taste 
some excellent dishes served by the 
restaurant of the spa’s hotel.
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From Ljubljana, your bus will take 
you to Medvode, a small town located 
at the confluence of the rivers Sava 
and Sora, and from there to Lake 
Zbilje, formed by the building of 
a dam of the hydroelectric power 
station in Medvode. A tourist boat will 
take you on a cruise around the lake.
You will continue towards the small 
village of Smlednik to visit Golf 
Smlednik, which is considered to 
be Slovenia’s most beautiful golf 
course. Your affable hosts will show 
you around the course and serve 
you lunch at a restaurant there, 
which is well known not only for 
excellent food, but also for numerous 
interesting details. If you look closely, 
you will discover many of them. Here 
is a tip: take a close look at the lights 
and on each of them you will see 
carnations, which are typically grown 
in the Gorenjska region of Slovenia. 
After an excellent lunch, your bus 
will take you to the Volčji Potok 
Arboretum. You may have been to a 
botanical garden before, but this gem 
of a garden is unquestionably well 
worth visiting. From the Arboretum, 
you can continue on foot along a 
well-maintained footpath leading 
along the river Kamniška Bistrica all 
the way to the southern part of the 
small town of Domžale or let the bus 
take you past the church in the village 
of Groblje to Domžale. In Domžale, 
whose history is related to straw hat 
making, you can view the collection 
of the Straw Plaiting Museum and visit 
the historical Menačenk Homestead. 
Pleasantly tired, you will return to 
Ljubljana.
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Into the Lap of Mountains
A recommendation for a group bus tour including tips for individual travellers

A few tips for individual 
travellers
• In Kamnik, do not 
miss the interesting 
Svečarstvo Stele 
chandler’s shop and 
make sure to visit the 
Tisnikar Museum.
• On a hot day you can 
cool yourself down at the 
Terme Snovik thermal 
spa. 
• Do not miss the 
Volčji Potok Arboretum, 
Slovenia’s largest 
botanical garden.
•   Another two popular 
attractions in the area 
are the Tunjice Healing 
Grove natural health 
resort and the Budnar 
Homestead living 
heritage museum.
•   Also worth viewing 
are the straw plaiting 
collection at the 
renovated Brass Band 
Music Centre (Godbeni 
dom) and the Menačenk 
Homestead in Domžale.
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From Ljubljana, you will travel in the direction of 
Trzin to the small town of Mengeš, where you will 
visit the interesting Church of St. Michael. Your next 
stopover will be Kamnik, a small medieval town 
with a rich heritage. For a short period in history, 
the town used to be the capital of the province of 
Carniola, and for a long period of time it was the 
province’s second most important town. At the end 
of the 19th century, when railway was introduced in 
the area, Kamnik began to develop into a climatic 
spa. It is now gradually becoming industrialized, 
the most interesting being its gunpowder factory. 
During your stopover in the town, you will take a 
climb to Little Castle and a walk through the town 
centre’s most beautiful street, Šutna. Next, your 
bus will take you to the bottom station of the cable 
car to Velika planina and the cable car to the top 
of this high mountain plateau. Velika planina is a 
small ski resort better known for livestock breeding 
and traditional herdsmen’s huts, one of which 
has been turned into a museum. After visiting the 
museum, you will take a walk to the Chapel of St. 
Mary of the Snows and stop at a well known guest 
house for a tasty mid-day meal. After returning to 
the foot of the plateau, you will visit a schnapps 
museum housing the country’s largest collection of 
Slovenian schnappses. Feeling pleasantly refreshed, 
you will slowly head back to Ljubljana, making 
another stopover in the small town of Domžale to 
view the collection of the Straw Plaiting Museum 
and visit the Menačenk Homestead.
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A recommendation for a group bus tour including tips for individual travellers
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Krjavelj’s Land, the Secrets of Father 
Simon Ašič, and Valvasor’s Bogenšperk 
Castle

From Ljubljana, you will head in the 
direction of the villages of Lavrica 
and Škofljica, and further on, along 
the old road to Grosuplje, to the 
village of Šmarje-Sap. The village, 
which used to be the ecclesiastical 
and cultural centre of the western 
part of the Dolenjska region for over 
700 years, is dominated by a church 
of St. Mary’s Birth, fortified to defend 
villagers against Turkish attacks. You 
will continue towards the small town 
of Višnja Gora, which used to play an 
important role in the defence against 
the Turks. The town has an interesting 
coat of arms depicting a snail and 
is well known as the setting of the 
Goat’s Court Case in Višnja Gora, 
a famous tale by Josip Jurčič. You 
will continue towards the villages of 
Ivančna Gorica and Stična. In Stična 
you will make your first stopover to 
visit a Cistercian monastery that used 
to be the medieval cultural centre 
of Carniola and the place where the 
Stična Manuscripts, some of the 
oldest surviving texts in Slovenian, 
were written. At the monastery you 

will view the exhibitions Life behind 
Monastery Walls and The History 
of Christianity in Slovenia, visit a 
pharmacy selling teas and other 
products made to recipes by Father 
Simon Ašič, and perhaps have a cup 
of healthy herbal tea. From Stična, 
the bus will take you to the nearby 
village of Muljava, the birthplace of 
the writer Josip Jurčič. You will visit 
his birth house, view a traditional 
Slovenian homestead and the famous 
Krjavelj’s Shack, and have a tasty 
lunch. After lunch, you will descend 
towards the village of Ivančna 
Gorica and continue to Bogenšperk 
Castle, once owned by Janez Vajkard 
Valvasor, the author of The Glory 
of the Duchy of Carniola (1689), an 
important work on the history and 
natural history of the province of 
Carniola. After taking a tour of the 
castle and a walk through its gardens, 
you will head back towards Ljubljana, 
past the village of Šmartno, 
dominated by a neo-Gothic church 
of St. Martin, and the village of Litija. 
You will arrive in Ljubljana late in the 
afternoon.
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A few tips for individual travellers
• Not far away from Muljava are the 
village of Krka and the source of its 
namesake river, one of Slovenia’s 
longest rivers. The Krka river’s source 
is about 1.5 kilometres away from the 
village church in Krka. On your way 
there, you can stop for a refreshment 
at one of the local restaurants. You 
can round off your walk with a visit 
to the Krka Cave. At the Carpe Diem 
kayak centre in Krka you can learn 
about the basics of kayaking and hire 
a guide to take you on a kayaking trip 
along the river.
• The village of Šentvid pri Stični 
is famous for hosting an annual 
Slovenian choirs meeting.
• From the village of Šmartno 
you can return to Ljubljana along 
the scenic road via the villages of 
Trebeljevo and Besnica.

• Make sure to visit the Geometric 
Centre of Slovenia (GEOSS), located 
near the picturesque hamlet of Slivna, 
and the village of Vače, where the 
famous Vače Situla, dating from the 
turn of the 5th century BC, was found. 
In the vicinity of the village you can 
see its vastly enlarged replica.
•   If you head towards the village 
of Moravče, make sure not to miss 
Tuštanj Castle, one of the few 
privately-owned Slovenian castles, 
and the villages of Lukovica and 
Trojane. The latter, located at a 
mountain pass used since Roman 
times, has been nicknamed by 
Austrians as ‘Krapfenpass’ (Doughnut 
Pass) – due to delicious doughnuts 
sold there.
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A Journey through Time: Illyrian 
Provinces, Jože Plečnik, Pile Dwellers, the 
Counts of Auersperg, and Primož Trubar

A recommendation for a group bus tour including tips for individual travellers
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Your tour will begin in the centre of 
Ljubljana, from where your bus will 
take you to the Ljubljana Botanic 
Garden. Between 1809 and 1813, 
Ljubljana was the capital of the 
French Empire’s Illyrian Provinces, 
and it was the French that brought 
the love of beautifully landscaped 
gardens to Slovenian lands, instigated 
the landscaping of Ljubljana’s Tivoli 
Park, and founded the Ljubljana 
Botanic Garden. The Garden, whose 
200th anniversary in 2010 was marked 
by the opening of a new glasshouse, 
proudly ranks among the word’s 
oldest running botanical gardens. 
During a walking tour of the Garden, 
you will get to know numerous native 
and non-native plant species. 
After your garden tour, your bus will 
take you to the village of Črna vas at 
the Ljubljana Moors, where you will 
visit the Church of St. Michael, one 
of the masterpieces by the architect 
Jože Plečnik. After visiting the church, 
you will continue to the heart of the 
Ljubljana Moors, where once there 
was a lake inhabited by prehistoric 
pile dwellers. Your bus will then 
take you to the village of Podpeč, 
past a famous quarry dating back 
to Roman times. The stone from the 
quarry was last used in the building 
of Ljubljana’s National and University 
Library, designed by Jože Plečnik. 
Next, you will be taken to the village 

of Ig to view a small exhibition on 
pile dwellers, and from there through 
the villages of Škofljica and Pijava 
Gorica to the village of Velike Lašče, 
whose area was the birthplace of 
several important figures in Slovenian 
history, including the father of the 
written Slovenian language Primož 
Trubar and the writers Fran Levstik 
and Josip Stritar. You will reach the 
village at around lunchtime, so you 
will stop for a refreshment at a well 
known local restaurant. After lunch, 
your bus will take you to the nearby 
village of Rašica, where you will visit 
the Trubar Homestead, and from there 
to the village of Turjak. A short walk 
from there will bring you to Turjak 
Castle, which has a rich history as the 
home of the Counts of Auersperg, 
who played an important role during 
the wars against the Turks. The history 
of the castle is also related to the 
poet Anastasius Grün, the Protestant 
minister Jurij Dalmatin, who translated 
the Bible into Slovenian, and the 
famous epic poem Rosamund of 
Turjak by the greatest Slovenian 
poet, France Prešeren. After a tour 
of the partially restored castle you 
will descend towards the Ljubljana 
Moors, pass the villages of Škofljica 
and Lavrica, and return to Ljubljana.
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A few tips for individual travellers
• If you make a stopover in Podpeč, 
make sure to take a walk to the 
Church of St. Anne on a hill above 
the village, from where you can enjoy 
beautiful views of the Ljubljana Moors.
• On a hot day, you may want to 
turn off from the main road to Ig and 
visit Lake Podpeč to cool down in its 
more than 50-metre-deep waters. You 
can also stop at Gostilna Jezero, a 
lakeside restaurant serving excellent 
one-pot dishes at mid-morning break 
and a choice of other tasty dishes.
• If you want your tour to include 
a cultural monument of national 
significance, make sure to visit the 
Church of Sts. Simon and Jude in the 
village of Pijava Gorica.
• From the village of Podpeč you 
may want to head towards the village 
of Rakitna. The village, renowned for 
its healthful climate and a nice little 
lake, has a new hotel.
• If you continue towards the small 
town of Vrhnika, make sure to make 
a stopover in the village of Borovnica 
(Blueberry in Slovenian), which is well 
known for its blueberry plantations. 
Not far away is the Pekel Gorge. 
At the beginning of the gorge you 
will find a restaurant renowned for 
serving excellent trout. In front of the 
restaurant there is an area perfect for 
picnics.
• From the village of Rašica you can 
head towards the village of Zdenska 
vas in the Municipality of Dobrepolje, 
well known for its pilgrimage church 
of St. Anthony. If you head towards 
the small town of Grosuplje, you will 
reach the vast karst polje known as 
Radensko Polje, overlooked by the 
remains of Boštanj Castle. Not far 
away is Županova jama (Mayor’s 
Cave).
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Tracing the Footsteps of the Argonauts 
and Count Blagay

A recommendation for a group bus tour including tips for individual travellers

Your bus will take you from the city 
centre of Ljubljana to the Ljubljana 
Botanic Garden. During a walk 
through the garden you will get to 
know numerous native and non-
native plant species. The bus will 
then take you along the edge of the 
Ljubljana Moors to the small town of 
Vrhnika. The town, called Nauportus 
in Roman times, is an old settlement 
important particularly as a port on 
the river Ljubljanica. The town’s coat 
of arms depicts the ship Argo, which 
carried the Argonauts to Ljubljana 
and Vrhnika on their mythical 
escape from their pursuers. Next, 
you will visit the village of Bistra, 
the site of the Technical Museum 
of Slovenia. The museum, housed 
in a former Cistercian monastery, 
displays numerous collections, the 
most popular being the collection of 
limousines owned by Tito, the late 
president of the former Yugoslavia.
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After lunch, your bus will take you 
to the villages of Horjul and Polhov 
Gradec, the latter well known for 
a mansion which now houses an 
interesting museum of post and 
telecommunications and was once 
owned by Count Richard Ursini von 
Blagay, after whom a native shrub 
species, Daphne blagayana, was 
named. After a tour of the mansion, 
your bus will take you back to 
Ljubljana.
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A few tips for individual travellers
• This tour takes you along numerous 
interesting roads. On approaching the 
town of Logatec from the direction 
of Ljubljana and Vrhnika, you will be 
greeted by the linden-lined Napoleon 
Avenue, one of the longest tree-lined 
avenues in Slovenia.
• On your way from the town of 
Ajdovščina to Logatec, you can stop 
to view the Roman Fort in Lanišče.
• From the town of Idrija, the Keltika 
road will lead you through the village 
of Hotedršica, where you can go on a 
guided circular trail around the village 
and see, among other things, the 
Tomažin Watermill, Europe’s only still 
operational watermill built above a 
sinkhole. 
• Those seeking peace in idyllic 
surroundings can find relaxation at 
Planina Polje, which can be accessed 
by road from Cerknica or Postojna.
• The road from the small town of Žiri 
will bring you to the village of Rovte, 
where you can enjoy overwhelming 
views of Central Slovenia and the 
Julian Alps.
• For another beautiful view, this time 
across the Ljubljana Moors towards 
Ljubljana, you are recommended to 
climb the renovated viewing tower on 
the Planina ridge above the village of 
Stara Vrhnika.
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Half-Day Tour of the Region’s Green 
Jewels

A recommendation for a group bus tour including tips for individual travellers

A tip for individual travellers
• Tabor Cerovo is also 
accessible by macadamized 
road. You can extend your 
tour to include the villages 
of Velike Lašče, Rašica and 
Turjak or take a walk at 
Radensko Polje, a beautiful 
karst polje in the vicinity of 
the small town of Grosuplje.

This tour from Ljubljana takes you past 
the small town of Grosuplje to Županova 
jama (Mayor’s Cave). The cave consists of 
seven beautiful underground halls connected 
by an over 600-metre path illuminated by 
special floodlights. In the cave you can find 
almost all known karst cave landforms, from 
precipices, abysses and tunnels to sinter pools 
full of crystal clear water and dripstones of 
every shape and colour, including, among 
others, ice stalagmites in the Ledenica hall. 
After visiting the cave, you will take a walk 
to Tabor Cerovo, Slovenia’s only truly well 
preserved church fortified to defend against 
Turkish attacks. From the church you will walk 
back to the Mayor’s Cave, from where your 
bus will take you back towards Grosuplje and 
Ljubljana.
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Ljubljana Tourist Information Centre
Adamič-Lundrovo nabrežje 2, 
SI-1000 Ljubljana
T: +386 (0)1 306 12 15
tic@visitljubljana.si, www.visitljubljana.com 
Opening hours: 1 June to 30 September: 8:00-
21:00 daily; 1 October to 31 May: weekdays 
8:00–19:00, weekends and public holidays 
8:00–15:00.

Slovenian Tourist Information Centre (STIC)
Krekov trg 10, SI-1000 Ljubljana
T: +386 (0)1 306 45 75, +386 (0)1 306 45 76
tic@visitljubljana.si, www.visitljubljana.com 
Opening hours: 1 June to 30 September: 8:00–
21:00 daily; 1 October to 31 May: weekdays 
8:00–19:00, weekends and public holidays 
8:00–15:00.

Ljubljana Moors Nature Park Information 
Office
Podpeška cesta 380, SI-1357 Notranje Gorice 
T: +386 (0)8 205 23 50 
info@ljubljanskobarje.si, www.ljubljanskobarje.si
Opening hours: weekdays 8:00–14:00.

Tourist information centres

Kamnik Tourist Information Centre
Glavni trg 2, SI-1241 Kamnik 
T: +386 (0)1 831 82 50 
tic@kamnik-tourism.si, www.kamnik-tourism.si 
Opening hours: Monday to Saturday: 10:00–
18:00, Sundays and public holidats: 10:00–
14:00; 15 June to 15 September: 9:00–21:00 
daily.

Vrhnika Tourist Information Centre
Tržaška cesta 9, SI-1360 Vrhnika 
T: +386 (0)1 755 10 54, +386 (0)51 661 063 
tic@zavod-cankar.si, www.zavod-cankar.si 
Opening hours: weekdays 8:00–18:00, 
Saturdays 8:00–14:00, 1 July to 31 August: 
Sundays 9:00–17:00.

Medvode Tourist Information Centre
Cesta ob Sori 3a, SI-1215 Medvode 
T.+386 (0)1 361 43 46, +386 (0)41 378 050
turizem@medvode.info
Opening hours: weekdays 8:00–12:00, 
15:00–18:00, Saturdays 8:00–12:00, Sundays 
and public holidays closed.

Grosuplje Tourist Information Centre
Adamičeva cesta 15, SI-1290 Grosuplje 
T: +386 (0)1 786 25 74 
tic@gro.sik.si 
Opening hours: April to October: Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday 14:00–18:00, Saturdays 
9:00–13:00.
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